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ABSTRACT 

 

Synthetic biology endeavors to forward engineer genetic circuits with novel function. A 

major inspiration for the field has been the enormous success in the engineering of digital 

electronic circuits over the past half century. This dissertation approaches synthetic 

biology from the perspective of the engineering design cycle, a concept ubiquitous across 

many engineering disciplines. First, an analysis of the state of the engineering design 

cycle in synthetic biology is presented, pointing out the most limiting challenges 

currently facing the field. Second, a principle commonly used in electronics to weigh the 

tradeoffs between hardware and software implementations of a function, called co-

design, is applied to synthetic biology. Designs to implement a specific logical function 

in three distinct domains are proposed and their pros and cons weighed. Third, automatic 

transitioning between an abstract design, its physical implementation, and accurate 

models of the corresponding system are critical for success in synthetic biology. We 

present a framework for accomplishing this task and demonstrate how it can be used to 

explore a design space. A major limitation of the aforementioned approach is that 

adequate parameter values for the performance of genetic components do not yet exist. 

Thus far, it has not been possible to uniquely attribute the function of a device to the 

function of the individual components in a way that enables accurate prediction of the 

function of new devices assembled from the same components. This lack presents a 

major challenge to rapid progression through the design cycle. We address this challenge 

by first collecting high time-resolution fluorescence trajectories of individual cells 

expressing a fluorescent protein, as well as snapshots of the number of corresponding 

mRNA molecules per cell. We then leverage the information embedded in the cell-cell 

variability of the population to extract parameter values for a stochastic model of gene 

expression more complex than typically used. Such analysis opens the door for models of 

genetic components that can more reliably predict the function of new combinations of 

these basic components.  
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Chapter 1:  Introduction 

1.1   Synthetic Biology 

Synthetic biology is an emerging discipline that aims to forward engineer genetic circuits 

with novel function [1]. The ability to do so promises solutions to many to the world’s 

most pressing problems [2], including applications in medicine, energy, and the 

environment. The field relies on the notion that we now know enough about how cells 

function that we can begin to assemble known basic components into new circuits with 

desired functions. In this sense, it is natural to draw parallels between synthetic biology 

and the engineering of electronics.  

 

Indeed, many of the milestones in the field have involved replicating functions often seen 

in electronics, such as switches [3, 4], oscillators [5-8], and logic gates [9-12]. With a 

growing library of these proof-of-concept designs, synthetic biologists are beginning to 

assemble these simple networks into larger, more complex designs [13], with modest 

success [14]. The stagnation in the growth in the complexity of engineered genetic 

networks encourages a shift in focus towards where the limiting steps are in the process 

of engineering these circuits. This dissertation approaches the field from the perspective 

of the engineering design cycle and uses this point of view to identify and address some 

of the challenges limiting progress in the field.  

1.2   Organization 

Chapter 2 contains a manuscript that reviews the field of synthetic biology from the 

viewpoint of the engineering design cycle, and more specifically how it compares to the 

design cycle as it currently exists in the engineering of digital electronics. Briefly, the 

design cycle can be broken down into 3 distinct phases: design, build, and test. 

Throughout the review, comparisons are made between the tools and techniques that 

enable electronics engineers to rapidly progress through the design cycle and the 

successes and shortcomings of parallel tools in synthetic biology. The review points out 

the open challenges in each phase to rapid development of novel synthetic genetic 

circuits. The article also argues that formalizing the design principles of genetic devices 

enables us to test the depth of our understanding of these networks and identifies places 

where further investigation is required. 

 

Chapter 3 introduces the concept of co-design to synthetic biology. Co-design is a 

common concept in the design of digital electronics where a tradeoff can often be made 

between implementing a specific function in hardware or software. Since cells have many 

layers of expression control, so too could synthetic biologists implement engineered logic 

at different levels. The paper presents three alternative designs for a 3-input logic gate 
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with pairwise outputs implemented at the transcription, protein, and detection levels of 

gene expression. 

 

Chapter 4 describes a framework to move between abstract descriptions of a genetic 

circuit design, the DNA sequence encoding it, and mathematical models describing its 

function. More specifically, the framework involves applying the concept of attribute 

grammars from formal language theory to synthetic DNA sequences. However, in the 

context of this dissertation, it is the application of the framework that is germane rather 

than its development, which is the work of Dr. Yizhi Cai. The application presented 

involves the exploration of a genetic design space consisting of variants of a simple 

genetic toggle switch. We demonstrate how automatic assembly of the set of toggle 

switch designs possible from a library of components allows the selection of specific 

designs with desired properties. 

 

A major limitation to the framework presented in Chapter 4 is the lack of reliable 

parameter values for models of the individual components that make up a design. The 

same lack also severely limits the utility of the co-design approach presented in Chapter 

3. Chapter 5 addresses this major gap between models and data in synthetic biology. One 

parallel between genetic circuits and electronic circuits is the notion that by composing 

models of basic components, one can predict the function of novel circuits. In electronics, 

this concept has been used prodigiously. In synthetic biology, the concept has been oft 

discussed but minimally demonstrated. The reason for this discrepancy stems from a 

general inability to collect data sufficient to uniquely attribute the contribution to the 

overall function of each component. To address this issue, we collect advanced datasets 

that increase the information available from a single dataset, while simultaneously 

reducing the labor cost of collecting the data. We then leverage the information 

embedded in the cell-cell variability to parameterize a stochastic model of gene 

expression. Importantly, the parameters are in absolute units rather than relative to some 

reference standard and they can be assigned uniquely to the genetic components. The 

ability to parameterize such models should facilitate the holy grail of synthetic biology: 

predictive models of novel genetic circuits from detailed models of the individual 

components. 
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Abstract 
Synthetic biology aims to make genetic systems more amenable to engineering, which 

has naturally led to the development of Computer-Aided Design (CAD) tools.  

Experimentalists still primarily rely on project-specific ad-hoc workflows instead of 

domain-specific tools, suggesting that CAD tools are lagging behind the front line of the 

field. Here, we discuss the scientific hurdles that have limited the productivity gains 

anticipated from existing tools. We argue that the real value of efforts to develop CAD 

tools is the formalization of genetic design rules, which sheds new light on the complex 

relationships between genotype and phenotype.  
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2.1   Computer-Aided Design tools for synthetic biology 

Several groups have been developing Computer-Aided Design (CAD) solutions for 

synthetic biology [1-10] yet the transcriptional complexity of published artificial gene 

networks has been leveling off since 2005 [11]. After ten years of high-expectations and 

hype in synthetic biology, engineering biological systems has proved more challenging 

than anticipated [12]. The lack of sufficient tools in synthetic biology has spurred intense 

efforts to develop CAD software. Unfortunately, experimental synthetic biologists still 

rely largely on project-specific, ad-hoc development processes that combine construct 

assembly, data collection, data analysis, and mathematical modeling. 

 

Five recent reviews have comprehensively covered the current state of computational 

tools for synthetic biology [13-17]. Thus, here we limit our description of these efforts to 

a brief, general overview. We also constrain the review to software specific to synthetic 

biology by excluding the many commercial software packages that are useful synthetic 

biologists, but intended for a broader user base. CAD tools for synthetic biology facilitate 

the design of larger systems from smaller genetic partsby providing users with visual, 

textual, or programming-language-like interfaces, or automatically generate designs from 

intended function. These tools assume that data such as sequence and description are 

attached to each part by the user or in some database. The aggregated parts sequences can 

then be leveraged to produce the corresponding physical DNA. Many tools include some 

level of functional modeling capabilities, which rely on the user providing the necessary 

equations and/or parameters (Figure 2.1).  

 

Thus far in synthetic biology, relatively simple design  goals such as “exhibits 

oscillations” [18] have advanced to increasingly sophisticated goals such as “fast, robust, 

tunable oscillators” [19] or “synchronized oscillators” [20]. As the field moves towards 

real-world applications [21], tools that can adequately predict functionality from design 

will be indispensible. Similarly, designers need to begin considering alternative design 

approaches and corresponding comparison metrics [22] to move beyond proof of concept 

designs. Recently announced design-to-spec competitions like CAGEN (Competitive 

Assessment of Genetically Engineered Networks) and GenoCon (International Rational 

Genome Design
 
Contest) aim to help address this need (Table 2.1).  

 

The goal of this paper is to first explore the scientific hurdles that have limited the 

productivity gains anticipated from existing CAD tools, and to second argue that the real 

value of these efforts is not in promised productivity gains, but in the formalization of 

genetic design rules. Formalizations inherently test commonly held conceptions of how 

genetic systems work and consequently drive investigation into one of the most 

fundamental questions of genetics: How does phenotype arise from complicated networks 

of elements coded in the genotype? [23] 
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Figure 2.1 GDA design flow.  

Synthetic biology projects typically rely on iterative workflows composed of different 

tasks. Emerging GDA tool chains rely on numerous software applications that support 

different phases of the project workflow. The development of a genetic switch [72] will 

start by expressing the design objective as a list of quantitative requirements: input 

toggle thresholds, noise margins, switching response time, etc. Once the objective is 

specified, it is possible to develop a list of genetic parts useable for the project. The 

choice of biological parts will involve factors such as use of the parts in prior projects, 

quality of the data characterizing the parts function, or intellectual property 

considerations. The formalization of design rules often takes place in parallel to the parts 

library development. Design rules may express rules such as whether it is acceptable to 

have polycistronic expression cassettes or if the design should be split between different 

plasmids. Only after parts have been selected and a strategy has been agreed upon is it 

possible to start designing constructs. In the fabrication phase, the construct is assembled 

usually by combining de novo gene synthesis and cloning of existing DNA sequences. 

Users use molecular biology software suites to facilitate assembly or order the sequence 

from a gene synthesis company. Experimentalists insert the synthetic DNA molecule into 

the host of choice and collect phenotypic data. Experimental data is then processed, for 

example by reducing microscopy images into time series of quantitative data. 

Performance is evaluated by considering simulations, experimental data, and the original 

specifications. At nearly every stage, software interacts with databases to reuse leverage 

past work or to store current work for future use. Red dashed line delineates stages 

facilitated by synthetic biology CAD software, while other stages are handled by more 
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general purpose software. Text in green indicates examples of software providing 

assisting at each stage.    

 
URL Brief Description 

www.biodesignautomation.org Community and annual event focused on Bio-Design 

Automation 

openwetware.org/wiki/CAGEN Competition aimed at more predictable genetic circuits 

genocon.org Competition aimed at practical genetic circuit 

engineering 

www.partsregistry.org Library of genetic components 

registry.jbei.org Library of genetic components 

www.biofab.org Facility that provides standardized collections of 

genetic components 

www.sbolstandard.org Community effort to develop data exchange standards  

Table 2.1: List of Relevant Websites 

2.2   The slow maturation of EDA 

CAD tools are ubiquitous in nearly all fields of engineering. They provide two primary 

functions: simplifying common tasks and making designs convenient for communication 

and evaluation. For example, blueprints are designed much faster on a computer than 

with traditional drafting. Moreover, CAD tools can generate layouts of each floor, 3D 

renderings of the building, or models of the building’s thermal performance.  

 

In electronics, the development of consistent suites of CAD tools is called Electronic 

Design Automation (EDA). EDA utilizes iterative “design flows,” where key design 

processes are looped back on themselves until the design meets required specifications. 

Abstract representations of an electronic design in EDA can be organized into a hierarchy 

consisting of high-level description, logical description, and physical layout.  

 

The spectacular success of EDA over the last 50 years [24] provides an inspiring model 

for synthetic biology. The synthetic biology counterpart of EDA is sometimes referred to 

as Bio-Design Automation (Table 2.1).  However, the alternative name Genetic Design 

Automation (GDA) may better emphasize that synthetic biology focuses more on 

engineering DNA molecules than other biological objects [25]. Many have proposed that 

synthetic biologists leverage expertise in the design of electrical circuits, and in the same 

way GDA can draw from the development of EDA. In EDA, Hardware Description 

Languages (HDLs) are a special category of programming languages used to formally 

describe immensely complicated designs in a compact way. These languages rely 

extensively on the existing abstraction that digital circuits operate under the laws of 

Boolean algebra, which allows hugely complex circuits to be designed reliably.  

 

This assumption does not exist for GDA. Exploratory work on an HDL for GDA has 

progressed under the assumption that similar enabling assumptions will emerge [10]. In 
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parallel, efforts within the EDA community to describe analog and mixed analog-digital 

circuits with HDLs are ongoing. The challenges of extending HDLs to analog circuits are 

very similar to the challenges faced in GDA, and indeed some works have explored these 

similarities [26, 27].   

 

The next sections describe three difficult problems that need to be solved before the level 

of automation in EDA can be achieved with GDA. There is mounting evidence that the 

first generation of GDA tools will not be able to ignore some of the most challenging 

problems currently faced by the EDA community. 

2.3   Engineering fantasies: the scientific gaps facing GDA  

Transitions between DNA sequence, model, and fabrication are currently hindered not so 

much by the implementation of CAD tools, but rather by three difficult scientific 

challenges: (i) predictability of components, (ii) decoupling of design and fabrication and 

(iii) experimental characterization methods.   

2.3.1  Off-the-shelf Components 

One of the popular visions for synthetic biology describes catalogues of clearly defined 

genetic parts that can be easily combined into larger genetic constructs with predictable 

biological function. This vision motivated the development of the BioBrick assembly 

standard and the Registry of Standardized Genetic Parts, a database of BioBrick 

compatible parts (Table 2.1). Tools that aggregate models of basic genetic components to 

form system-scale models are being developed [1, 2, 4, 28], but the lack of data sheets 

listing quantitative parameters characterizing the parts behavior has hampered the use of 

these tools for designing artificial gene networks [29]. Projects such as BioFAB (Table 

2.1) are attempting to address this issue by characterizing large numbers of parts and 

standardizing data collection techniques [30]. 

 

Recent efforts to quantitatively characterize the effects of different parts on gene 

expression is revealing a complex landscape of context-dependencies that somewhat 

challenges the assumption that parts can be characterized in isolation. For instance, the 

RBS sequence was first assumed by many in the field to determine translation efficiency 

in prokaryotes independently from the downstream coding sequence. However, 

sequences around the translation start site can influence the secondary structure of the 

mRNA, which is long known to play a crucial role in the translation rate [31]. Tools  

utilizing thermodynamic models [32, 33] are now available to predict the translation 

initiation efficiency in prokaryotes using sequence both upstream and downstream of the 

translational start site. Coupling between translation and transcription elongation rates 

[34] also represents a challenge to the standardization of components, though the 

assumption that initiation, not elongation, is the rate limiting step in transcription may be 

a valid approximation. As a result, tools that can predict behavior based on sequence, 

thermodynamics, or other methods are emerging as increasingly attractive. 
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The above issues can be avoided by characterizing on a gene-by-gene or device-by-

device level, a trend already apparent in the field [11]. Creation of device variants or 

automatically generated devices [35] should consider the many context dependencies that 

affect parts. Yet, even such low levels of granularity might prove to have unexpected 

context dependencies. Computational studies, inspired by impedance-matching in 

electronics, have demonstrated an effect termed “retroactivity” in which the performance 

of one genetic device is influenced by connecting a downstream device [36, 37].  Just as 

electronic circuit designers are currently running into major power limitations, synthetic 

biologists are almost certain to run into limits on the many ingredients necessary for gene 

expression. How the availability of resources within a cell impacts the performance of 

individual genetic components and devices will also become an important consideration. 

2.3.2  Decoupling of design and fabrication  

Historically, recombinant DNA technologies were so limited that fabrication constrained 

design to the point that software focused almost entirely on assisting cloning rather than 

design of function. The recent emergence of generic DNA fabrication methods, including 

standardized assembly of genetic parts or de novo gene synthesis [38] led to the 

emergence of DNA-sequence design as a new scientific problem [39, 40]. Because it is 

now possible to assume that generic DNA fabrication processes can assemble any 

sequence genetic engineers imagine, design and fabrication tend to be considered 

orthogonal engineering problems.  

 

In EDA, the assumption of the Boolean abstraction has allowed fabrication to be 

considered mostly orthogonal to the rest of the design process. As circuit densities have 

rapidly increased, fabrication constraints have become more closely intertwined with 

other constraints such as timing delay and power consumption [41]. Consequently, 

increasingly integrated tools consider constraints from multiple design domains 

simultaneously. Genetic design is still in the process of moving away from fabrication 

technologies that constrain the design space to achieve complete independence between 

design and manufacture. For instance, BioBrick assembly standards have moved from the 

original standard precluding assembly of fusion proteins (BBF RFC 10) to proposed 

standards allowing fusions [42]or scarless assembly (BBR RFC 26, 39). Most recently, 

single-step assembly methods [43] have become popular. 

 

Despite the simplification decoupling offers, there are distinct advantages to recoupling 

design and manufacturing during the design phase. Poor design strategies can create 

manufacturing problems. For example,  repeated use of the same parts can cause 

sequence verification difficulty and structural instabilities [44]. Sequences with high GC 

content are notoriously difficult to amplify. Even though experienced gene synthesis 

companies will be able to synthesize most DNA sequences ordered by their customers, 

price and time to delivery vary greatly with sequence complexity. Ignoring such 

manufacturing constraints during the design phase will significantly increase the cost and 

duration of GDA cycles. Since many projects require the characterization of large 

numbers of design variants, the cost and time to fabricate these designs is still one of the 
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bottlenecks of the GDA loop. Sophisticated design strategies are necessary to formalize 

manufacturing constraints [45] and optimize fabrication without serious detriment to 

function. For example, tools that can adjust codon bias or match non-unique sequences to 

function [32, 33, 35] could ameliorate manufacturing concerns. Sample tracking tools 

could suggest reuse of sequence segments resulting in shortened and cheaper assembly 

cycles. Algorithms to optimize fabrication processes [46] will have to be connected to 

design tools to give designers an immediate appreciation of the manufacturing cost of 

candidate designs.  

2.3.3  Parts Characterization  

The problem of part definitions extends to the ways experimental data are collected, used, 

and shared. Models vary from project to project and typically have only one or two 

fluorescent reporters as measured outputs. Since the models typically have many more 

parameters to estimate, finding parameter sets that are predictive from the many possible 

sets that match a given dataset is difficult. Combined with the range of measurement 

techniques used in the lab and the unknown impact of even small changes in 

experimental conditions, standardization and reuse of collected data are challenging. 

 

Though not necessarily an explicit step in standard EDA design flows, Design for Test 

(DFT) is a background constraint throughout the process. As electronic circuits have 

become more complex, validation testing has become correspondingly more difficult. 

First, immense complexity makes exhaustive validation intractable, so intelligent 

minimization of test programs has evolved along with sophisticated testing equipment 

[47]. Second, the density of modern chips has made accessing nodes on internal layers 

without unintended performance effects a major problem. In living cells, the problem is 

much worse. Unknown cellular mechanisms, genetic instabilities, molecular noise, 

measurement accuracy, and inability to measure key components have prevented the 

verification of synthetic biology designs.  

 

DFT in GDA starts by ensuring consistency between the design specification, 

experimental characterization methods, and mathematical paradigms used to model the 

behavior. For example, models based on deterministic equations can be supported by cell 

culture assays, whereas stochastic models call for single cell observations. Experimental 

design, common in some other engineering fields and recently emerging as a hot topic in 

systems biology [48], can guide experimentalists to optimal sets of measurements and 

avoid non-informative data collection. Depending on the system, this approach can also 

predict data sets that will determine all model parameters to within a given tolerance [49]. 

Similar techniques are frequently used in EDA to design intelligent testing programs, 

particularly for System-on-a-Chip designs where analog components commingle with 

digital circuits. Not considering the experimental characterization during the design phase 

may lead to designs that simply cannot be adequately tested.   
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Figure 2.2:  New Instruments Connect Design and Experiment.  

(a) Using time-lapse microscopy for characterizing the dynamics of gene networks 

requires the development of custom suite of image and signal processing software along 

with data reduction algorithms. The mathematical models used to reduce movies into 

high-level statistics are necessarily related to the models used to design the gene network 

as ultimately experimental data need to be reconciled with model predictions. (b) 

Microscopy movies have traditionally been analyzed in a post-processing step. However, 

it is conceivable that in a near future the data analysis will be performed in real time by 

the computer controlling the microscope and the microfluidic system giving the user an 

experience similar to the use of a flow-cytometer. This information could also be used by 

the user to manually interact with the cells under observation. Alternatively, control 

algorithm could be developed to program the instrument to take specific actions such as 

changing the growth medium in response to specific behaviors of the cell populations.   

 

The problem of collecting time-course data from inside living cells has been transformed 

by the emergence of fluorescent proteins. However, just like making an internal node in a 

chip accessible for test affects its performance, the maturation rate and protein half-life 

buffer fluorescence signals from the physiological events of interest [50]. Unfortunately, 

even parameters related to measurements such as the in vivo maturation rate of 

fluorescent proteins are difficult to determine accurately due to cell-to-cell variation and 

unknown dependencies on host strain, metabolic state, and environmental conditions. 

Also, the use of genes tagged with fluorescent domains is common, but the effects poorly 
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understood. For example, how does a fluorescent tag affect the degradation rate of the 

fusion protein? Experimental work is needed to answer these questions.  

 

New measurement devices will greatly facilitate the ability to determine in vivo 

parameter values and their dependencies on the continuously variable cellular 

environment. The emergence of time lapse fluorescent microscopy has allowed scientists 

to measure the dynamics of molecular mechanisms in individual cells [51]. This 

technique currently requires custom integration of optical equipment, image processing 

software, and microfluidic systems [52, 53]. Noise analysis connects the processed data 

to models of the underlying mechanisms [51]. Current image processing and analysis are 

typically post-processing steps, but these prototypes prefigure a new generation of 

instruments that will acquire raw images, process them in real time, and implement data 

reduction algorithms to extract high-level statistics for comparison with design-phase 

models (Figure 2.2). Microfluidic systems will allow for complicated input control of 

environmental parameters that should open avenues to applying some advanced testing 

techniques seen in EDA DFT, such as frequency response analysis.   

2.3.4  Box 1. Software Integration 

A crucial evolution in EDA has been the integration of previously independent design 

flow steps as the assumptions allowing for isolation have eroded. Some examples have 

been alluded to previously: device physics are infringing upon the Boolean assumption, 

layout and function are intermingling, and testing is becoming more interlinked with 

design. Beginning with the development of centralized CAD frameworks in the early 

1980’s, this progression has led to integrated CAD tools in EDA [41, 66] that have 

evolved to be modular and able to communicate with one another. In GDA, design flow 

stages are intrinsically interlaced, and as such tools should be designed for integration 

rather than forcing them apart. In that perspective, the importance of ongoing efforts to 

develop open source software frameworks and data exchange standards like the Synthetic 

Biology Open Language (SBOL) (Table 2.1) cannot be underestimated [67, 68].  

As the field matures, many of the GDA applications will need to be integrated into 

custom software stacks as is happening in mainstream bioinformatics [69]. Different 

integration models have different legal implications. One model consists of integrating 

data by accessing specialized web services. This model is illustrated by the rapid 

development of scientific workflow systems that facilitate this data integration [70, 71]. 

The model is attractive because the tools only need to share a common language like 

SBOL, saving the end-user the effort of installing, maintaining, and integrating different 

software components. Yet, there are many potential difficulties with this integration 

model: (i) dependance on computational services provided on a volunteer basis by a third 

party creates potential vulnerability (ii) moving large amounts of data to web-hosted 

services can be inefficient, and (iii) sending sensitive data to a third-party server may be 

undesirable. The other approach to software integration consists of integrating different 

applications that complement each other but execute on the end-user computational 

resources. This integration model raises some software licensing issues. In order to 

prevent corporations from segmenting GDA markets into proprietary silos like in EDA, it 

is prudent to foster the emergence of a vibrant GDA software development community. 
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In addition to avoiding market lockout resulting from proprietary software, it is crucial to 

ensure that the code base developed by the GDA community is free from hidden 

intellectual property claims and is licensed under permissive terms allowing  academic 

and corporate stakeholders to reuse existing code bases. 

2.3.5  Box 2. Outstanding questions 

Standardized and designer parts. Standardization of genetic parts relies on the 

assumption that parts function is context-independent. This hypothesis greatly simplifies 

many aspects of the design process. Evidence of context-dependencies affecting parts 

function may limit the success of standardization efforts. Designing custom parts for use 

in a particular context is an alternative to standardization.  

 

Designing for manufacturing. It is desirable to formalize manufacturing expertise as 

design rules that could be used to compare the cost of manufacturing functionally 

equivalent designs. Beyond the potential of substantial savings in manufacturing 

expenses, this effort is likely to uncover subtle relationships between the structure and 

functions of DNA sequences.  

 

Designing for measurement. In order to ensure that a design can be validated it is 

important to integrate models of the measurement protocols in the design phase. 

Measurement strategies relying on fluorescent reporter genes introduce perturbations in 

the design that have been poorly characterized so far. 

 

GDA as a collaboration hub. GDA can foster collaboration between specialists of 

different scientific and engineering domains. It is a social and intellectual challenge to 

develop languages and workflows that allow these specialists to communicate effectively. 

2.4   A Scientific Renewal 

Several authors recently argued that synthetic biology will lead to a better understanding 

of biology [54, 55]. In this spirit, we would like to question the assumption that the 

immediate value of GDA lies in its potential to accelerate the progress of experimental 

synthetic biologists. In the short term, efforts to develop GDA tools may be better 

justified as attempts to formalize genetic design principles. The assumption that models 

used in engineering can be extrapolated to biology can easily and rightfully be challenged 

by biologists. A more effective way of using GDA to engage the dialogue between 

engineers and life scientists might be to present GDA models as formal and compact 

representations of biological hypotheses. GDA then becomes a framework to express and 

test biological hypotheses, a form of scientific investigation common in the life sciences 

[56-58]. 

 

It is important to consider here two fundamental differences between EDA and GDA. 

The dynamics of genetic networks is largely determined by the interactions between large 
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macromolecules confined to the small volume of a living cell. As a result, the dynamics 

of a genetic network are inherently stochastic in nature.  There is even mounting evidence 

that many regulatory processes are based on molecular noise instead of merely attempting 

to mitigate its negative effects [59]. Electronic circuits use so many electrons that they 

behave deterministically. However, a consequence of the miniaturization and increasing 

power efficiency of silicon devices is a drastic reduction of the fluxes of electrons and a 

concomitant increase of the intrinsic electronic noise.    It will be interesting to see if and 

how the EDA and GDA communities will work together to solve the problems associated 

with design automation of noisy systems.  

 

Another important difference between GDA and EDA is that complexity in EDA was 

derived, while complexity in GDA was evolved. EDA has progressed by structured, 

rational improvements on the mathematical formalisms that express physical realities, 

incrementally allowing higher and higher complexity. As a result, the emergence of high-

level function can always be traced to the lowest level components. On the other hand, 

since genetic systems evolved by random mutation, it is not clear that they follow 

rigorous design rules, and we cannot yet trace high-level function back to the low-level 

components in most cases. Synthetic biologists are walking in the footsteps of 50 years of 

effort by molecular geneticists to understand the design rules of genetic systems. Yet, the 

engineering mindset provides a new spark. The understanding of a genetic mechanism is 

truly put to the test when an engineer attempts to use the general principle to build 

something new. Formalization of these principles tests the theory and opens new areas of 

investigation when the theory is found lacking. A prime example of this is the 

aforementioned RBS calculator. Attempts to use “standard” ribosome binding sites failed 

and led to predictive thermodynamic models.  The possibility to deoptimize the sequence 

of viral genes by taking advantage of codon pair bias [60, 61] is opening new research 

directions to better understand translation [62]. At a higher level of organization, the 

refactoring of the T7 genome resulted in reduced fitness that it is not completely 

understood [63].   

 

In the current state, synthetic biology remains painfully slow, prohibitively expensive, 

and excessively labor-intensive. As an example, consider the progression from two 2002 

theoretical papers on genetic oscillators [64, 65] to corresponding experimental 

publications in 2008 [19] and 2010 [20]. The unifying vision of a seamless GDA flow 

provides a collaborative framework for large interdisciplinary teams rather than relying 

on exceptional individual investigators familiar with all aspects of the design process. 

There is still a great deal of foundational work and biological discovery remaining before 

GDA materializes into suites of software tools facilitating design to specification entirely 

in silico. In the short term, closing some of the capability gaps will catalyze the 

emergence of more integrated teams that better handle the complex interdependencies 

between design, fabrication, and measurement. The tools these teams will generate may 

not have the elegance of an integrated solution, but they will provide new computational 

resources that should percolate beyond the confines of the synthetic biology community 

to benefit a larger population of life scientists.  
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Abstract 
The concept of co-design is common in engineering, where it is necessary, for example, 

to determine the optimal partitioning between hardware and software of the 

implementation of a system features.  Here we propose to adapt co-design methodologies 

for synthetic biology. As a test case, we have designed an environmental sensing device 

that detects the presence of three chemicals, and returns an output only if at least two of 

the three chemicals are present. We show that the logical operations can be implemented 

in three different design domains: (1) the transcriptional domain using synthetically 

designed hybrid promoters, (2) the protein domain using bi-molecular fluorescence 

complementation, and (3) the fluorescence domain using spectral unmixing and relying 

on electronic processing. We discuss how these heterogeneous design strategies could be 

formalized to develop co-design algorithms capable of identifying optimal designs 

meeting user specifications. 
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3.1   Introduction 

3.1.1  The need for co-design of synthetic biology systems 

A major focus in the field of synthetic biology from the field’s inception has been the 

design of biological “devices” [1]. To date, many biological analogs of common 

electronics parts have been developed. Some notable biological devices analogous to 

those commonly used for electronics system design include logic gates [2-4], 

asynchronous logic components [5], switches [6-8], oscillators [8-12], memory circuits 

[13] and most recently genetic counters [14]. While these devices have been excellent 

proofs-of-concept for the application of traditional engineering design to the design of 

biological systems, little progress has been made in the design of larger, more complex, 

biological constructs [15]. This was seen in 2004, when Blue Heron Biotechnology did 

not receive a single submission to their Big DNA Contest, which offered free synthesis of 

the most “interesting” DNA construct of over 40kb in length (http://tinyurl.com/bigdna).  

 

The designs of early artificial gene networks were restricted to a single design domain: 

protein-DNA interactions regulating transcription [6,10,16]; intra-molecular interactions 

within RNA molecules [3,17-20], or even interaction between DNA molecules [21,22]. 

More recent publications however, report the combined use of multiple domains in a 

single design. The genetic counter [14] is a good example of a heterogeneous design 

combining circuitry operating in different domains. Two separate methodologies were 

used, resulting in counter devices that, while performing the same type of logic (being 

able to count to either two or three), were appropriate for different uses. The 

riboregulated transcriptional cascade (RTC) counter utilized a fast transcriptional cascade 

for counting. The DNA invertase cascade (DIC) counter used recombinases upstream of 

inverted promoters to count. Due to the dynamics of DNA recombination, these counters 

activate more slowly, and as such can be used only for the counting of low-frequency 

events. It is anticipated that future heterogeneous designs will also include non-biological 

elements, as well as biological circuits. One such example of this is an AND gate used to 

regulate protein folding, which utilized UV light and ATP as stimuli [23]. By including 

non-biological elements, the design space is increased, allowing for the design of more 

complex, and potentially more useful, constructs. In the AND gate example above, the 

wavelength and intensity of the UV light is an additional parameter that can be used to 

optimize the system. Similarly, one approach described here uses advanced detection to 

expand the list of viable reporters. 

 

As synthetic biology matures, it becomes necessary to develop more sophisticated design 

strategies. The design of an industrial application calls for a systematic comparison of 

different possible designs meeting the user specification in order to identify an optimal 

design maximizing one or several figures of merit. Besides the design correctness (the 

design does what it is supposed to do), its performance, development cost, manufacturing 

cost, or reconfigurability are other criteria that an engineering team may need to 

optimize. When developing electronic systems, an important design decision is the 
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partitioning of features implemented in hardware and those implemented in software, 

which is known as the hardware/software co-design problem [24,25]. Software ensures 

rapid time to market, design flexibility, and runs on inexpensive processors produced in 

large volumes. However, the development of application-specific circuits is needed when 

software running on generic processors cannot meet the required performance. The 

hardware/software co-design problem illustrates the issues arising when heterogeneous 

technologies are combined into a system. At a very high-level, the design of synthetic 

biology applications includes a wetware component (the living organisms), but also a 

hardware component represented by the instrument and software used to acquire and 

process signals generated by the biological component of the system. At a higher 

resolution, the wetware component is itself heterogeneous since the transcriptional, 

translational, and proteomic components of this machinery represent different design 

domains.. By leveraging methods acquired by electrical engineers to develop 

heterogeneous systems, the complexity, efficiency, and flexibility of synthetic biology 

applications will likely be dramatically increased, while reducing the production costs of 

these systems.  

3.1.2  An environmental sensor as test case for co-design analysis 

In the field of biosecurity there is an increasing recognition of the need for systems that 

can rapidly detect pollutants, contaminants, and biothreat agents (pathogenic bacteria, 

viruses and toxins) in food, agricultural products, pharmaceuticals, and environmental 

samples. For example, the safety of the US food supply is an ongoing concern because of 

potential impacts of contamination on both public health and the US economy. In 

addition to inadvertent contamination, concerns about a bioterrorism event such as the 

intentional introduction of pathogens and/or toxins, brings a new dimension to this 

problem. 

 

Cells possess innate abilities that make them ideal for environmental sensing 

applications. Specifically, they are inherently able to detect small concentrations (parts 

per billion) of chemicals (or combinations of chemicals) in their environment and 

respond to it, usually with an amplified signal. Cells can be programmed by identifying 

three functional layers: an input layer, an information processing layer, and an output 

layer [26]. This abstract representation of the environmental sensing chain can help 

design environmental sensing devices relying on biological systems for transforming 

chemical information into electrical signals that can be recorded and processed by 

computer systems. For instance, a situational awareness monitoring system will rely on a 

network of geographically dispersed sensing units communicating chemical data to a 

central server or to personnel operating in their vicinity. In this scenario, the sensing units 

should be capable of some basic processing of chemical data in order to communicate 

informative data.  

 

In many cases, the presence of individual molecules in the environment is not informative 

while the simultaneous presence of two molecules can provide valuable information 

worthy communicating. In the field of defense, many chemical agents and explosives are 

made from combinations of commonly available industrial chemicals. For example, 
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mustard gas can be created with thiodiglycol, an industrial solvent used in dyes and other 

applications, and phosphorus trichloride, a common industrial chemical used to 

manufacture a wide range of organic phosphorous compounds. Rapid field detection of 

such combinations could be an important application of sensing devices [27]. In ecology, 

it is well established that levels of heavy metals can be below the safe threshold 

individually, but combine to be lethal in fish [28]. In human health, it was recently shown 

that the common herbicide Roundup is more toxic in the presence of its supposedly inert 

adjuvants, and has negative effects in pregnant women even at “safe” levels of the active 

ingredient [29]. These findings may lead to the elucidation of further chemicals that are 

safe alone, but unsafe together. Detection of such combinations could become important 

to assess environmental or security threats. 

 

Input 

1 

Input 

2 

Input 

3 Output 1 Output 2 Output 3 

- - - - - - 

- - + - - - 

- + - - - - 

- + + - + - 

+ - - - - - 

+ - + - - + 

+ + - + - - 

+ + + + + + 

Table 3.1: Logic table of the environmental sensor 

 

The following sections describe three possible methods for implementing a cell based 

system designed to be able to detect the presence of each pair of three different chemical 

inputs and produce three different electronic outputs in response. Formally, the system 

can be specified by a truth table (Table 3.1). These designs differ in where the logic is 

implemented in the system (Figure 3.1). In the first option, hybrid promoters that contain 

binding sites for transcription factors responsive to the inputs are used to control the 

expression of fluorescent proteins. Only when the proper inputs are present will reporter 

genes be expressed, thus the logic occurs at the transcriptional level. The second option is 

to implement the logic at the protein level. This is accomplished by coupling each input 

to the expression of a non-fluorescent fragment of a fluorescent protein. Only when the 

two proper inputs are present will the fragments associate to generate a fluorescent signal. 

A final option is to embed the logic in the electronic layer. In this case each input directly 

activates the expression of one of three different fluorescent proteins and the inputs 

present are determined by processing the pattern of fluorescence that is obtained. For all 

three scenarios, the fluorescent proteins used were cyan (CFP), yellow (YFP), and red 

(RFP), which are all easily separated from each other. 
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Figure 3.1: Implementation of logic in different design domains.  

The figure gives an overview of how each approach processes the environmental inputs. 

Wavy yellow lines indicate signal transduction, and yellow boxes highlight where the 

logic occurs. The details of each design are presented in Figure 3.2, Figure 3.3, and 

Figure 3.4. 

3.2   Results 

3.2.1  Solution 1: Hybrid Promoters 

3.2.1.1  Theoretical foundation 

One approach is to embed the design logic into transcriptional control with hybrid 

promoters. Since the input to the system is a set of small molecules, the first step is to 

sense the presence of the small molecule in the environment. In the described situation, 

these small molecules are ligands capable of binding to specific transcription factors. The 

sensor function is therefore accomplished by constitutive expression of the corresponding 

transcription factors. This sensing mechanism is conserved through each approach. 

 

Once bound by its ligand, the behavior of each transcription factor is altered. For 

example, some ligand-bound repressors can no longer bind to their corresponding 

promoters and exert their repressive properties. Thus, each transcription factor can be 

thought to switch on or off depending on the presence or absence of ligand. 

 

In order to implement the design logic, the on/off state of these transcription factors must 

be processed. The hybrid promoter approach accomplishes the logic by controlling 

expression of a reporter gene through a promoter that responds to the state of pairs of 

transcription factors. That is, promoter A responds to the on/off state of transcription 

factors 1 and 2, promoter B to transcription factors 2 and 3, and promoter C to 

transcription factors 1 and 3. Each promoter responds only when both transcription 

factors have been toggled by the presence of the ligand molecule. The name “hybrid 

promoters” derives from the fact that they are engineered to respond to multiple 

transcription factors. 
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As a more detailed explanation, let us assume that inputs 1 and 2 are repressor proteins 

that repress only in the absence of their respective ligand. With no ligand present, both 

transcription factors effectively repress transcription of the reporter gene controlled by 

promoter A. In the presence of ligand 1 only, transcription factor 1 loses its ability to bind 

to promoter A, but transcription is still blocked by transcription factor 2. Likewise, if 

only ligand 2 is present, transcription factor 1 continues to block transcription of the 

reporter gene. However, in the presence of both ligand 1 and ligand 2, neither 

transcription factor can bind to promoter A, and the reporter gene is freely expressed. 

 

The transcription factor does not have to be an inducible repressor to accomplish the 

appropriate logic. There are 4 possible transcription factor responses: (1) the transcription 

factor represses only in the absence of its ligand, (2) the transcription factor represses 

only in the presence of its ligand, (3) the transcription factor activates only in the absence 

of its ligand, and (4) the transcription factor activates only in the presence of its ligand. 

Only options (1) & (4) are viable for implementing the design logic because they do not 

invert the signal. For example, a positive signal from the presence of a ligand would 

become a negative signal if the induced transcription factor transitioned from an inactive 

repressor (therefore allowing transcription) to an active repressor (therefore blocking 

transcription). Put another way, the positive (+) input signal would be inverted by 

activation of the repressor (-) to block expression from the promoter (+/- = -). On the 

other hand, the positive (+) input signal would be conserved by inactivation of the 

repressor (+) to allow expression from the promoter (+/+ = +), which preserves the 

signal. 

 

Figure 3.2 illustrates an implementation of the logic using specific transcription factors 

and ligands. The rationale behind the choice of specific parts is described below. 

3.2.1.2  Proposed design 

A number of features need to be considered in the selection of appropriate inducible 

transcription factors. These features include: high range of control, compatibility with 

other transcription factors, and prior use in other applications. High range of control is 

necessary to ensure that the final signal is detected over the cellular noise. Compatibility 

with other transcription factors refers to the design of the actual promoter. For example, 

activators frequently must bind to specific promoter regions and thus may prevent the use 

of a second transcription factor that must bind an overlapping site. Last, well 

characterized transcription factors that have been widely used in other designs are 

preferred. 

 

In synthetic biology, the list of commonly used genes is small and thus selection of 

appropriate parts is restricted. The first two appropriate transcription factors that match 

the criteria are LacI, which is inducible by isopropyl β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside 

(IPTG), and TetR which is inducible by anhydrotetracycline (aTc). Both have operator 

sites that can be effectively placed in multiple locations to prevent interference with other 

transcription factors and both have been shown to have a high range of control [30,31]. 
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Furthermore, hybrid promoters under the simultaneous control of LacI and TetR were 

described previously [31] which matched our logic criteria. 

 

The selection of the third transcription factor is not as straightforward. LuxR is an 

attractive candidate. While LacI and TetR induce transcription by derepression in the 

presence of their respective ligand, LuxR activates transcription in the presence of its 

ligand acyl-homoserine lactone (AHL). LuxR has a high range of control for the wild 

type promoter [32]; it is described extensively in the literature, and it is commonly used 

in synthetic biology applications [26,33-35]. Although previous attempts to design hybrid 

promoter responding to LuxR/LacI or LuxR/TetR proved unsuccessful [31]. 

Nevertheless, a careful investigation of these LuxR hybrid promoters shows that none of 

them had spacing between the -10 box and the LuxR binding site that was identical to the 

wild type promoter. Given that this spacing has been shown to be important to ensure 

proper regulation of gene expression [32], we predict LuxR hybrid promoters can be 

redesigned if the suitable spacing is used. 

 

The first promoter for implementing the environmental sensing device uses the sequence 

of the promoter A90 responding to LacI/TetR [31]. For the promoters responding to 

LuxR, we modified the wild type promoter for luxI and added lac and tet operators, 

respectively, downstream of the -10 box. Specifically, we replaced the sequence 

downstream of the -10 sequence in the wild type promoter with sequence downstream of 

the -10 box taken from promoters successfully responding to LacI and TetR [31]. Since 

the designed promoters already contain sufficient spacing downstream of +1, the 3 full 

sequences were assembled by simply adding a ribosome binding site sequence, a coding 

sequence for three different fluorescent proteins (CFP, YFP, RFP), and a terminator. 

Figure 3.1 shows the specific combinations of hybrid promoter and fluorescent reporter 

gene. 
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Figure 3.2: Hybrid Promoter Approach.  

The system logic is implemented in the control of transcription of 3 reporter genes. See 

text for detailed explanation of how the logic is processed. Orange indicates the aTc 

signal, purple the IPTG signal, green the AHL signal, blue the CFP signal, red the RFP 

signal, and yellow the YFP signal. Dots indicate small molecule inducers, thick solid 

arrows indicate promoters with color-coded operator boxes inside and adjacent boxes 

indicating genes, thick black lines indicate production of protein from a gene, circles 

indicate proteins, dotted lines indicate fluorescence measurement, and the gray box 

indicates where the logic occurs. 

3.2.2  Solution 2: Fluorescence complementation 

3.2.2.1  Theoretical foundation 

While transcriptional logic is prevalent in the majority of synthetic biology constructs, 

logic can also be performed in the protein domain. As previously reported, the anti-

parallel Leucine zipper mediated direction of protein reassembly allows for the 

reconstitution of intact and functional GFP [36]. Further research has shown the ability to 

adapt protein reassembly of fluorescent proteins to visualize protein-protein interactions 

in vivo [37,38]. These methods describe “Bimolecular  luorescence Complementation” 

(BiFC) which uses non-fluorescent fragments of fluorescent proteins bound to separate 

functional proteins; when interaction between these proteins takes place the non-

fluorescent pairs combine to produce a fluorescent complex. In this second solution, 

inputs are sensed in the same manner as in Solution 1. However, here the promoters 

respond to single transcription factors and therefore a single environmental input. Hence, 

they simply transmit the signal to the protein domain. The information is processed by 

coupling non-fluorescent halves of fluorescent proteins. This makes an “AND” gate from 

the pairing of non-fluorescent halves to produce a final product of fluorescence 

dependent on the promoters engaged. The logic comes not only from which fragments are 

produced but from the fact that only certain combinations of fragments will produce a 

detectable fluorescence output. Fragment 1 (N-terminal) of GFP combines with fragment 

2 (C-terminal) of GFP to form functional GFP, in contrast fragment 1 (N-terminal) of 

GFP cannot combine with fragment 1 (N-terminal) of CFP. 
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3.2.2.2  Design 

In order to implement this method of logic processing, several factors must be 

considered. Dissection sites of CFP, YFP, and a monomeric form of DsRed, a Red 

Fluorescent Protein variant that yield two non-fluorescent halves capable of reassembly 

into fluorescent proteins have been previously reported [37]. CFP is split into two 

fragments at amino acid 155 yielding a CFP 1-155 (N-terminal) fragment and a CFP 155-

239 (C-terminal) fragment, subsequently referred to as CFP-N and CFP-C respectively. 

Similarly DsRed and YFP are split into the following fragments: RFP-N (residues 1-168), 

RFP-C (residues 169-225), and YFP-N (residues 1-154). The C-terminal of YFP is not 

required, because YFP-N can combine with CFP-C to form a species that produces 

yellow fluorescence [37,38].  

 

These fragments will be cloned downstream of three inducible promoters. Fragments 

CFP-N and RFP-C are placed under the control of LacI (inducible by IPTG), Fragments 

YFP-N and RFP-N are placed under the control of LuxR (inducible by AHL), and the 

final fragment CFP-C is placed under TetR (inducible by aTc) control. As shown in 

Figure 3.3, the expected outputs from this system are dependent on which fragments are 

expressed. Some factors which play a role in total fluorescence are: the concentration of 

the inducer, the relative strength of promoter, and the fragment complementation. 

 

 
Figure 3.3: Fluorescence Complementation Approach.  

The system logic is implemented in the complementation of 3 fluorescent proteins. See 

text for detailed explanation of how the logic is processed. Orange indicates the aTc 

signal, purple the IPTG signal, green the AHL signal, blue the CFP signal, red the RFP 

signal, and yellow the YFP signal. Dots indicate small molecule inducers, thick solid 

arrows indicate promoters with color-coded operator boxes inside and adjacent boxes 

indicating genes, thick black lines indicate production of protein from a gene, circles 

indicate proteins, dotted lines indicate fluorescence measurement, and the gray box 

indicates where the logic occurs. 

 

Logic circuit processing may be carried out by protein reassembly mediated by inducible 

promoters. For future experimentation, synthetically designed proteins for binding novel 

small and macro molecules could be incorporated into the system outlined here for 

logical processing. 
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Fragment CFP-N CFP-C RFP-N RFP-C YFP-N 

CFP-N N/C BLUE N/C N/C N/C 

CFP-C BLUE N/C N/C N/C YELLOW 

RFP-N N/C N/C N/C RED N/C 

RFP-C N/C N/C RED N/C N/C 

YFP-N N/C YELLOW N/C N/C N/C 

Table 3.2: Fluorescent output for complementation fragments. 

Previously reported fluorescent outputs generated by complementation of the different 

non-fluorescent protein fragments resulting in stable fluorescent protein complexes 

(given in color and name) or unstable/incompatible fragments (given by N/C “no color”) 

[37]. 

3.2.3  Solution 3: Unmixing of fluorescence spectra 

3.2.3.1  Theoretical foundation 

For the simultaneous detection of 3 (or fewer) fluorescent proteins it is possible to find 

fluorescent proteins with suitably separated excitation and emission spectra, such that the 

3 colors can be distinguished by the use of optical band-pass filters [39]. However, this 

becomes difficult, if not impossible, as the number of fluorescent proteins increases. 

Therefore, a spectral unmixing approach was developed for the detection of multiple 

fluorescent signals [40-42]. The use of spectral unmixing also allows the use of a wider 

range of fluorescent proteins, which is of great value when it is necessary to use 

fluorophores with similar properties such as maturation and degradation times.  

Spectral unmixing relies on the a priori collected emission spectra of the individual 

fluorescent proteins in the system to determine which fluorophores have contributed to 

the observed signal. The experimental output spectrum, F, can be described by the system 

of linear equations:  

 



FXA,  (1) 

 

where the m data points in the output spectrum, F, and the weights of the n individual 

fluorophores, A are column vectors and Xij is the ith point in the spectrum of fluorophore 

j, 
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If m > n, Eq. 1 describes an overdetermined system, which can be solved for A by a least 

squares fitting algorithm to minimize



FXA.  
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3.2.3.2  Design 

Biologically, spectral unmixing offers the simplest approach for implementing the logic 

required to detect combinations of environmental species, as it does not require any 

interactions between the various promoters or protein products. As illustrated in Figure 

3.4, each input ligand triggers the production of a single fluorescent protein. The sensing 

mechanism is again the same as Solution 1. In this case, the input signal is transmitted all 

the way to the spectral detection via single-operator promoters controlling production of 

single fluorescent proteins. The various fluorescence components can be extracted by use 

of Eq, (1), and the concentrations of each chemical can be determined. 

 

 
Figure 3.4: Spectral Detection Approach.  

The system logic is implemented in the unmixing of the measured spectra. See text for 

detailed explanation of how the logic is processed. Orange indicates the aTc signal, 

purple the IPTG signal, green the AHL signal, blue the CFP signal, red the RFP signal, 

and yellow the YFP signal. Dots indicate small molecule inducers, thick solid arrows 

indicate promoters with color-coded operator boxes inside and adjacent boxes indicating 

genes, thick black lines indicate production of protein from a gene, circles indicate 

proteins, dotted lines indicate fluorescence measurement, and the gray box indicates 

where the logic occurs. 

3.2.3.3  Preliminary data 

A spectrofluorimeter is required to collect the needed data to unmix the contributions of 

multiple fluorescent proteins. For the experiments reported here, a NanoDrop 3300 

(Thermo Scientific, Wilmington DE) was used. The NanoDrop System uses a small 

sample volume of 2 µL. It contains three light-emitting diodes (LEDs) for fluorescence 

excitation: UV (peak emission at 365 nm), blue (470 nm) and white (460-650 nm). The 

collected fluorescence is dispersed over a 1024-pixel linear CCD, and allows the 

collection of wavelengths from 400-750 nm with a 4 nm resolution. Because the system 

does not include any optical bandpass filters, it is necessary to obtain spectra for blank 

samples, cells similar to those being used in the experiment but lacking any fluorophores. 

Preliminary experiments were performed with four constitutively expressed fluorescent 

proteins: EGFP [43], acGFP [44], vYFP [45], and Citrine [46], each in a separate cell-

line, to test the ability of the spectral unmixing algorithm to separate fluorescent proteins 
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with similar emission spectra. Figure 3.5 presents the reference spectra for these four 

fluorophores. The spectra show that this combination of fluorescent proteins can be 

regarded as a worst-case scenario, as none of the four could be distinguished with the use 

of optical band-pass filters. 

 

To account for differences in expression levels of the four different fluorescent proteins, 

the fluorescence spectra of the four cell-lines were normalized by their optical absorbance 

at 600 nm. The normalized spectra were then used as the inputs to the unmixing 

algorithm, so that the extracted coefficients, such as those recorded in Table 3.3, are also 

in units of absorbance. 

 

The four cell cultures were then mixed at known concentrations, and the resulting spectra 

shown in Figure 3.5b-f were analyzed with the spectral unmixing algorithm in order to 

extract the components of the mixtures. The measured optical densities at 600 nm for the 

existing cells in each mixture along with the extracted values are given Table 3.3. In all 

cases, there were no false-negatives. There are some false positive results, however, but 

their coefficients remained small (value less than 0.006).  

 

 
Figure 3.5: Experimentally measured emission spectra.  

(a) Emission profiles of cell cultures expressing 1 of the 4 fluorescent proteins. (b-f) 

Collected fluorescence spectra for mixtures of cell cultures expressing (b) EGFP and 

vYFP, (c) acGFP and Citrine, (d) acGFP and EGFP, (e) Citrine and vYFP, and (f) 

acGFP, Citrine, EGFP, and vYFP. 

 

There are several possible explanations for the observed discrepancies between the 

measured and extracted optical densities of the true positives listed in Table 3.3. First, the 

small sample size used (2 µL) could mean that the cell concentrations in the measured 

sample did not completely reflect the concentrations of the stock solution. Also, as can be 

seen in Figure 3.5a, there is a sharp peak visible in the fluorescence spectrum of all of the 
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fluorophores except acGFP at ~500 nm. This peak appears to be part of the spectrum of 

the blue LED used for exciting all of the fluorescent proteins, and most likely contributes 

to some of the errors in the extracted contributions.  

 

OD600 
Mix1 Mix 2 Mix 3 Mix 4 Mix 5 

Meas. Fit Meas. Fit Meas. Fit Meas. Fit Meas. Fit 

acGFP 0 0.003 0.050 0.099 0.046 0.040 0 0.004 0.030 0.062 

Citrine 0 0.006 0.070 0.039 0 0.002 0.081 0.014 0.027 0.017 

EGFP 0.053 0.040 0 0 0.048 0.060 0 0 0.032 0.011 

vYFP 0.048 0.029 0 0.006 0 0 0.082 0.100 0.027 0.037 

Table 3.3: Actual and unmixed cell proportions. 

Measured and extracted optical densities of mixtures of cells expressing a single 

fluorescent protein. Gray boxes indicate measured values of 0. 

3.3   Discussion 

3.3.1  Heterogeneous solutions to a synthetic biology design problem 

We have proposed three distinct solutions to a specification, namely the detection of 

distinct combinations of chemical signals. The first proposed solution uses a set of three 

hybrid promoters, performing the logic at the transcriptional level. This transcriptional 

solution would quickly become intractable if the number of input chemical signals is 

increased. While we have shown a potential solution to the problem for three input 

signals, the number of parts needed to detect combinations from four possible inputs 

would require more parts than are currently available.  

 

The second proposed solution still uses biology for the entirety of the logic, but does so 

in the protein domain. By moving the logic into the protein domain, the genetic circuitry 

is simplified. This allows the circuit to more easily be combined into a larger system, 

since the potential for cross-talk is decreased. Even though strategies to split fluorescent 

proteins still remain to be explored in a more systematic way, there are likely a limited 

number of fluorescent proteins that can be used in this context. So, the issue of the 

limited number of parts available faced in the transcriptional domain is also relevant in 

the protein domain. The assembly of the fluorescent proteins will increase the activation 

time of the system which can be an advantage or an inconvenience depending on the 

specific application of the environmental sensing device. In some cases, a fast response 

will be needed. In other cases, a longer maturation time can be used to time average the 

device response. 

 

Finally, a third solution relies on the unmixing of fluorescence spectra for identification 

of molecules. In this case, biology is being used to generate the output signals, but the 

logic is being done outside of the biological domain. By implementing the logic outside 

of the biological system, the number of molecules possible to distinguish between is 

greatly increased, limited only by the number of transduction mechanisms and reporters. 
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Also, the use of simpler biological circuits in this implementation circumvents any 

possible difficulties that may arise from incompatibilities between biological parts in the 

other two design schemes. 

 

As we proceed with this project by physically implementing and characterizing each of 

these approaches, we will meticulously observe the differences in the difficulty of 

implementation and the performance of each design. As a result of unbalanced 

component behavior, each approach is likely to be improved by tweaking such elements 

as promoter strength, translational efficiency, degradation, etc. Thus, the cost and benefit 

of iterative designs will be evaluated as well. By further considering the difficulty of the 

design process for each solution, we will be able to holistically compare the strengths and 

weaknesses of the different approaches. Some comparative measures are discussed 

below. At this stage, it is important for the design team to acknowledge that there are 

multiple solutions to design problems and that the solutions can be implemented in 

different design domains. Just like the design of electronic systems is often a 

heterogeneous combination of hardware and software solutions, the design of a synthetic 

biology device can include multiple domains for the wetware component of the design as 

well as the hardware and software used to integrate the information originating from the 

design wetware component into a larger system.  

 

A possibility that has not been considered in this paper is the combination of solutions 

implemented in different design domains. Are there solutions that could combine hybrid 

promoters and fluorescence complementation? Or could spectral unmixing be combined 

with fluorescence complementation to achieve better performance? Even though this 

manuscript proposes three distinct solutions, the universe of possible solutions is large 

and difficult to explore manually.  

3.3.2  Enabling co-design of synthetic biology application by design 

automation  

In order to compare different solutions to a design problem, it is necessary to define 

various figures of merits that can be used to quantitatively compare different solutions. 

Sensitivity, dynamic range, response time, robustness, or noise can be used to 

characterize the design performance. The development cost could be estimated by a 

function of the number of previously characterized components that can be reused in a 

new design. For instance, a solution requiring the development of a new promoter is 

expected to be slower and more expensive to implement than a solution relying on well 

characterized genetic parts such as the fluorescence unmixing approach. The 

manufacturing or production cost may also be a factor. The development of Solution 3 is 

the simplest but it relies on a more refined optical components that would increase the 

size and manufacturing cost of the device. This option may not be practical if millions of 

sensing devices needed to be distributed over large geographic regions to detect facilities 

manufacturing chemical weapons. Each specific application will require optimizing these 

metrics using multi-objective optimization algorithms [47,48]. 
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Formalizing the representation of the design space is necessary to automate its 

exploration while searching for optimal designs. Fortunately, the wetware component of 

the system can be represented by the sequence of the synthetic DNA molecule 

implementing the design. Our group recently proposed to use formal languages to  

represent the structure of synthetic DNA sequences [49]. More recently, this original 

syntactic model was augmented with a semantic model used to predict the behavior 

encoded in a DNA sequence (manuscript under revision). By implementing this 

formalism in a logic programming language like Prolog [50], we were able to 

systematically explore a design space by generating structurally correct DNA sequences, 

compiling them into SBML files describing their behavior, and simulating these files to 

identify solutions meeting a set of specification. Defining a distance in the design space, 

would make it possible to use optimization algorithms instead of a systematic exploration 

of all possible designs. In addition, it would be necessary to represent the non-DNA part 

of the designs by augmenting the language to represent detection systems and inputs.  

 

The field of Synthetic Biology is growing by systematically adapting engineering 

practices to the design of biologically-inspired systems. The development of practical 

synthetic biology devices will require a system-level analysis and a co-design approach 

that have yet to be explored. In this paper, we have shown that the design space of a real-

world device is large and may combine components developed in heterogeneous design 

domains. Finding optimal designs will require the use of design automation tools [51] 

like GenoCAD [52]. By adapting co-design methods used in more mature engineering 

fields [25,53,54], synthetic biology will fulfill its promise in the form of large, 

“interesting” circuits that were called for in the Big DNA contest . 
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Abstract 
Background: Recognizing that certain biological functions can be associated with specific 

DNA sequences had led various fields of biology to adopt the notion of the genetic part. 

This concept provides a finer level of granularity than the traditional notion of the gene. 

However, a method of formally relating how a set of parts relates to a function has not yet 

emerged. Synthetic biology both demands such a formalism and provides an ideal setting 

for testing hypotheses about relationships between DNA sequences and phenotypes 

beyond the gene-centric methods used in genetics.  

 

Method: Attribute grammars are used in computer science to translate the text of a 

program source code into the computational operations it represents. By associating 

attributes with parts, modifying the value of these attributes using rules that describe the 

structure of DNA sequences, and using a multi-pass compilation process, it is possible to 

translate DNA sequences into molecular interaction network models. These capabilities 

are illustrated by simple example grammars expressing how gene expression rates are 

dependent upon single or multiple parts. The translation process is validated by 

systematically generating, translating, and simulating the phenotype of all the sequences 

in the design space generated by a small library of genetic parts. 

 

Conclusions: Attribute grammars represent a flexible framework connecting parts with 

models of biological function. They will be instrumental for building mathematical 

models of libraries of genetic constructs synthesized to characterize the function of 

genetic parts. This formalism is also expected to provide a solid foundation for the 

development of computer assisted design applications for synthetic biology.  
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4.1   Author’s summary 

Deciphering the genetic code has been one of the major milestones in our understanding 

of how genetic information is stored in DNA sequences. However, only part of the 

genetic information is captured by the simple rules describing the correspondence 

between gene and proteins. The molecular mechanisms of gene expression are now 

understood well enough to recognize that DNA sequences are rich in functional blocks 

that do not code for proteins. It has proved difficult to express the function of these 

genetic parts in a computer readable format that could be used to predict the emerging 

behavior of DNA sequences combining multiple interacting parts. We are showing that 

methods used by computer scientists to develop programming languages can be applied 

to DNA sequences. They provide a framework to 1) express the biological functions of 

genetic parts, 2) how these functions depend on the context in which the parts are placed, 

and 3) translate DNA sequences composed of multiple parts into a model predicting how 

the DNA sequence will behave in vivo. Our approach provides a formal representation of 

how the biological function of genetic parts can be used to assist in the engineering of 

synthetic DNA sequences by automatically generating models of the design for analysis.   
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4.2   Introduction 

“How much can a bear bear?” This riddle uses two homonyms of the word “bear”. The 

first instance of the word is a noun referring to an animal, and the second is a verb 

meaning “endure”. Although the word “bear” has over 50 different meanings in English, 

its meaning in any given sentence is rarely ambiguous. In a simple case like this riddle, 

the meaning of each word can be deciphered by looking at other words in the same 

sentence. In other cases, it is necessary to take into account a broader context to properly 

interpret the word. For instance, it may be necessary to read several sentences to decide if 

“bear claw” refers to a body part or a pastry. A reader will progressively derive the 

meaning of a text by recognizing structures consistent with the language grammar. It is 

often difficult to understand the meaning of a text by relying exclusively on a dictionary. 

 

It is interesting to compare this bottom-up emergence of meaning with the top-down 

approach that made genetics so successful. The discipline was built upon a quest to 

define hereditary units that could be associated with observable traits well before the 

physical support of heredity was discovered (1,2). The one-to-one relationship between 

genes and traits was later refined by Beadle and Tatum’s hypothesis that the gene action 

was mediated by enzymes (3,4). Cracking the genetic code has been one of the major 

milestones in understanding the information content of nucleic acids sequences. By 

demonstrating the colinearity of DNA, RNA, and protein sequences, the genetic code was 

instrumental in the identification of specific DNA sequences as genes. The influence of 

this legacy on contemporary biology cannot be underestimated. Models used in 

quantitative genetics predict phenotypes from unstructured lists of alleles at different loci 

(5,6). Similarly, genome annotations remain very gene-centric. Most bioinformatic 

databases have been designed to collect information relative to coding regions or 

candidate genes. Few, if any, annotations of non-coding regions or higher order structures 

are being systematically recorded even for model organisms like yeast (7,8). 

 

Yet, despite its success, the notion of the gene is being challenged (1,9). The elucidation 

of the molecular mechanisms controlling gene expression has revealed a web of 

molecular interactions that have been modeled mathematically to show that important 

phenotypic traits are the emerging properties of complex system (10-15). The 

development of this more integrated understanding of the cell physiology leads to a 

progressive adoption of the more neutral notion of genetic part as a replacement for the 

notion of genes associated with specific traits. Making sense of the list of parts generated 

in genomics, proteomics, and metabolomics has been a major challenge for the systems 

biology community (16-21).  

 

It is becoming apparent that the genetic code captures only a small fraction of the 

information content of DNA molecules (22,23). Yet, if there is a general agreement that 

the cell dynamics is somehow coded in genetic sequences, no formal relationship 

between DNA sequences and dynamical models of gene expression has been proposed so 

far. In particular, the formalization of the biological functions of genetic parts has 

remained elusive. As a result, building models of gene networks encoded in DNA 

sequences remains a labor-intensive process. This limitation has hampered the 
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development of large families of models needed to analyze phenotypic data generated by 

libraries of related genetic constructs (24-28). 

 

Synthetic biology is likely to be instrumental in refining our understanding of the design 

of natural biological systems (29). Just like the genetic code was partly elucidated 

through the de novo chemical synthesis of DNA molecules (30,31), the redesign of 

genomic sequences will shed a new light on the relations between structure and function 

in genetic sequences (32-34). By considering biological parts as the building blocks of 

artificial DNA sequences (35), designing new parts that do not exist in nature (26-28), 

and making parts physically available to the community (36), synthetic biology calls for a 

systematic functional characterization of genetic parts (37). These efforts are still limited 

by the difficulty in expressing how the function of biological parts may be influenced by 

the structure of the DNA sequence in which they are used. It has been shown that a 

partial redesign of the genomic sequences of two viruses had a significant effect on the 

virus fitness even though the redesigns preserved the protein sequences (33,38). Just as 

the context the expression “bear claw” helps understand its meaning, it is necessary to 

consider the entire structure of the DNA molecule coding for particular genes to 

appreciate how those genes contribute to the phenotype.  

 

One possible approach to this problem is to extend the linguistic metaphor used to 

formulate the central dogma. The notions of genetic code, transcription, and translation 

are derived from a linguistic representation of biological sequences. Several authors have 

modeled the structure of various types of biological sequences using syntactic models 

(39-46). However, these structural models have not yet been complemented by semantic 

models expressing the sequence function. An interesting attempt to use grammars to 

model the dynamics of gene expression did not rely on a description of the DNA 

sequence structure. Instead, this grammar described how various inducible or repressible 

promoters can transition between different states under the control of environmental 

parameters (47). The simple semantic model stored in a knowledge base established a 

correspondence between the strings generated by the syntax and the physiological state of 

the cell. The Sequence Ontology (48) and the Gene Regulation Ontology (49) represent 

other attempts to associate semantic values with biological sequences. Their controlled 

vocabularies can be used by software applications to manage knowledge. However, the 

semantic derived from these ontologies is a semantic of the sequence annotation, not of 

the sequences themselves.  

 

We recently described a fairly simple syntactic model of synthetic DNA sequences (50) 

capable of generating a large number of previously published synthetic genetic constructs 

(24,25,51). We have now enhanced this initial syntactic model with a semantic model 

capable of expressing the dynamics of the molecular mechanisms coded by the DNA 

sequences. Specialized terms like syntax, semantics, and others are defined in Table 4.1. 

Our approach uses attribute grammars (52), a theoretical framework developed in the 60s 

to establish a formal correspondence between the text of a computer program and the 

series of microprocessor operations it codes for (53,54). Even though other types of 

semantic models have been developed since then (55,56), attribute grammars still 

represent a good compromise between simplicity and expressivity, an important  
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Attribute grammar An attribute grammar is a context free grammar augmented 

with attributes, semantic rules, and conditions. Attribute 

grammars were developed as a means of formalizing the 

semantics of a context free grammar. 

Context free grammar A context free grammar is a quadruple (V, , P, S) where V 

is a finite set of non-terminal symbols,  (the alphabet) is a 

finite set of terminal symbols, P is a finite set of rules, and S 

is a distinguished element of V called the start symbol. A 

rule P is of the following form A where A is a single 

non-terminal symbol and  is a string of terminals and/or 

non-terminals (possibly empty). The term "context-free" 

expresses the fact that non-terminals are rewritten without 

regard to the context in which they occur. 

CUSP Bifurcation A codimension 2 bifurcation formed by the tangential 

meeting of two loci of saddle-node bifurcations. In other 

words, a cusp bifurcation traces the path of the points 

bounding a bistable region as they change with changes in 

two parameters. Bistability is implied within the cusp 

bounds. 

Direct left recursion A direct left recursion in context free grammar refers to rules 

of the form AA. Parsing left recursion can possibly lead 

the parser down an infinite branch of the search tree in the 

corresponding logic program. 

PoPS The measurement of polymerase per second transcribing past 

a defined point of DNA. 

SBML The Systems Biology Markup Language (SBML) is a 

machine-readable language, based on XML, for representing 

models of biochemical reaction networks. 

Semantics Semantics reveals the meaning of syntactically valid strings 

in a language. For natural languages, this means correlating 

sentences and phrases with the objects, thoughts, and feelings 

of our experiences. For programming languages, semantics 

describes the behavior that a computer follows when 

executing a program in the language.  

 

Syntax Syntax refers to the ways symbols may be combined to 

create well-formed sentences (or programs) in a language. 

Syntax defines the formal relations between the constituents 

of a language, thereby providing a structural description of 

the various expressions that make up legal strings in the 

language. Syntax deals solely with the form and structure of 

symbols in a language without any consideration given to 

their meaning. 

Table 4.1: Glossary of specialized terms used throughout this article. 
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characteristic if the framework is to be used by non-computer scientists. Attribute 

grammars make it possible to use well characterized compilation algorithms to translate a 

DNA sequence into a mathematical model of the molecular interactions it codes for. As 

the static source code of a program directs the dynamic series of operations carried out by 

the microprocessor based on user inputs, the compilation process translates the static 

information of cells coded by DNA sequences into a dynamical model of the 

development of a phenotype in response to environmental influences (57). 

 

 
Figure 4.1: Workflow of generating the gene network model encoded in a DNA sequence. 

The input for this process is a DNA sequence that is first broken down into parts by the 

scanner. The combination of the parts is validated by the parser according to a syntactic 

model. After validation by the parser, the sequence is translated by applying semantic 

actions attached to the rules to transform the series of parts into a set of chemical 

equations. The resulting equations can then be solved using existing simulation engines. 

Each step takes the output of the previous step as input, so the workflow can start from 

any step if the appropriate input is provided. 

 

4.3   Results 

4.3.1  Compilation of a DNA sequence 

The translation of a gene network model from a genetic sequence is very similar to the 

compilation of the source code of a computer program into an object code that can be 

executed by a microprocessor (Figure 4.1). The first step consists in breaking down the 

DNA sequence into a series of genetic parts by a program called lexer or scanner. Since 

the sequence of a part may be contained in the sequence of another part, the lexer is 

capable of backtracking to generate all the possible interpretations of the input DNA 
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sequences as a series of parts. All possible combinations of parts generated by the lexer 

are sent to a second program called parser to analyze if they are structurally consistent 

with the language syntax. The structure of a valid series of parts is represented by a parse 

tree (50) (Figure 4.2). The semantic evaluation takes advantage of the parse tree to 

translate the DNA sequence into a different representation such as a chemical reaction 

network. The translation process requires attributes and semantic actions. Attributes are 

properties of individual genetic parts or combinations of parts. Semantic actions are 

associated with the grammar production rules. They specify how attributes are computed. 

Specifically, the translation process relies on the semantic actions associated with parse 

tree nodes to synthesize the attributes of the construct from the attributes of its parts. In 

our implementation, the product of the translation is a mass action model of the network 

of molecular interactions encoded in the DNA sequence. By using the standardized 

format of Systems Biology Markup Language (SBML), the model can be analyzed using 

existing simulation engines (58-60). 

 

 
Figure 4.2: Parse tree showing the derivation process of a two-cassette genetic construct.  

In the derivation tree, terms in <> corresponds to the non-terminals in the grammar, 

while terms in [ ] are terminals, and the dashed lines indicate the transformation to 

terminals. The subscripts are used to distinguish different instances of the same category. 

 

We have developed a simple grammar compact enough to be presented extensively, yet 

sufficiently complex to represent basic epistatic interactions. The grammar generates 

constructs composed of one or more gene expression cassettes. The gene expression 

cassettes are themselves composed of a promoter, cistron, and transcription terminator. 

Finally, a cistron is composed of a Ribosome Binding Site (RBS) and a coding sequence 

(gene). The syntax is composed of 12 production rules (P1 to P12) displayed in bold 

characters in Table 4.2. In this table, each entry is composed of a rewriting rule (bold),  
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P1. constructs → cassette, restConstructs { 

constructs.promoter_list = cassette.promoter_list 

+ restConstructs.promoter_list 

constructs.equation_list = cassette.equation_list + 

restConstructs.equation_list) 

cassette.protein_list = constructs.protein_list 

restConstructs.protein_list = 

constructs.protein_list} 

P2. restConstructs → constructs{ 

restConstructs.promoter_list = 

constructs.promoter_list 

restConstructs.equation_list = 

constructs.equation_list 

constructs.protein_list = 

restConstructs.protein_list} 

P3. restConstruct → ε{ 

restConstructs.promoter_list = [ ] 

restConstructs.equation_list = [ ]  

restConstructs.protein_list = [ ]} 

P4. cassette → promoter, cistron, terminator{ 

cassette.promoter_list= [promoter.name, 

cistron.transcript] 

cassette.equation_list = cistron.equation_list + 

promoter_protein_interaction(cassette.promoter_l

ist, cassette.protein_list) + 

transcription(promoter, cistron.transcript)} 

P5. cistron → rbs, gene { 

cistron.transcript = rbs.name + gene.name 

cistron.equation_list= translation(rbs, gene)} 

 

P6. promoter → pro_u{ 

promoter.name = [pro_u] 

promoter.transcription_rate = k1 

promoter.leakiness_rate = k11 

promoter.repressor_list = [(u,2, k9, 

k9r)] } 

P7. promoter → pro_v{ 

promoter.name = [pro_v] 

promoter.transcription_rate = [k2] 

promoter.leakiness_rate = [k12] 

promoter.repressor_list = [(v, 4, k10, 

k10r)]} 

P8. rbs → rbsA{ 

rbs.name = [rbsA] 

rbs.translation_rate = [k3]} 

P9. rbs → rbsB{ 

rbs.name = [rbsB] 

rbs.translation_rate = [k4]} 

P10. gene → u { 

gene.name = [u] 

gene.mRNA_degradation_rate= [k5] 

gene.protein_degradation_rate = 

[k7]} 

P11. gene → v{ 

gene.name = [v] 

gene.mRNA_degradation_rate = [k6]
 

gene.protein_degradation_rate = 

[k8]} 

P12. terminator → t1{ 

terminator.name=[t1]} 

Table 4.2: An example of attribute grammar. 
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and semantic actions (curly brackets). The symbol ε refers to an empty string, [] means an 

empty list and the ‘+’ sign indicates the concatenation operation on two lists. This syntax 

is comparable to the one described previously (50) except that we introduced the extra  

non-terminal restConstructs to allow the generation of constructs with multiple 

cassettes without introducing parsing problems due to direct left recursions (61). 

 

The attributes of a part include the kinetic rates related to this part and the interaction 

information. For example, the attributes of a promoter include a transcription rate along 

with a list of proteins repressing it and the kinetic parameters of the protein-DNA 

interactions. For non-terminal variables corresponding to combinations of parts such as 

cistrons, the attributes include a list of proteins, a list of promoters, and a list of chemical 

equations. The equation list is used to store the model of the system behavior, while the 

lists of promoters and proteins are recorded for computing the molecular interactions 

resulting from the DNA sequence. The complete set of attributes used in this simple 

grammar is listed in Table 4.3. 

 

Non-terminals Inherited Attribute Synthesized Attributes 

constructs protein_list promoter_list, equation_list 

cassette protein_list promoter_list, equation_list 

restConstructs protein_list promoter_list, equation_list 

cistron protein_list transcript,  equation_list 

promoter 
- name , transcription_rate, leakiness_rate, 

repressor_list 

RBS - name, translation_rate 

gene 
- name, mRNA_degradation_rate, 

protein_degradation_rate 

terminator - name 

Table 4.3: Attributes associated with non-terminals. 

 

If many attributes can be computed locally by only considering a small fragment of the 

DNA sequence, other attributes are global properties of the system. For instance, the 

computation of protein-DNA interactions requires access to a global list of proteins 

expressed by the constructs. However, this list is not available until all of the different 

cassettes have been parsed. The problem is overcome by using a multiple-pass 

compilation method. In the first pass, the compiler does not do any structural validation 

but builds the list of proteins in the system and passes the list as an inherited attribute to  

the second pass. In the second pass, the promoter-protein interactions can be calculated 

locally at the level of each cassette. Rules P1 to P5 define the structure of a design, while 

rules P6 to P12 cover the selection of a specific part for each category. In the semantic 

action, the relation between an attribute and its variable is indicated by a dot and 

constants are enclosed by brackets. For instance, gene.mRNA_degration_rate = 

[k6] indicates that the value of the attribute mRNA_degration_rate of a gene is a 

constant k6. The attribute repressor_list used in P6 and P7 includes the name of 

the repressor, the stoichiometry, and the kinetic constants of the forward and reverse 

reactions of the protein-DNA interaction. Table A.1 details the parsing steps and 
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computational dependence of each step. Finally, the equation writing operations are 

handled by functions typed in italics in Table 4.2 and defined in Table 4.4. 

 

Generators Parameters Equations 

promoter_protein_interaction promoter_list, 

protein_list 

if promoter.repressor is in protein_list  

{ 

promoter_transcript + protein ↔ 

promoter_transcript_x 

(binding_rate,release_rate) 

promoter_trancript_x → 

promoter_transcript_x + 

mRNA_transcript 

(promoter.leakiness_rate) 

} 

endif 

transcription promoter, 

transcript 

promoter_transcript → 

promoter_transcript + 

mRNA_transcript 

(promoter.transcription_rate) 

mRNA_transcript → Ø 

(transcript.mRNA_degradation_rate) 

translation rbs, gene mRNA_rbs_gene → mRNA_rbs_gene 

+ protein_gene (rbs.translation_rate) 

protein_rbs_gene → Ø 

(gene.protein_degradation_rate) 

Table 4.4: Equation generators 

 

The translation of the DNA sequence into a mathematical model is available as the 

equation_list attribute of constructs. The model outputs are generated by equations 

generators, which are purposely decoupled from the semantic actions. The decoupling 

enables the flexibility of using different equation formats to describe a biological process. 

The translation of the construct composed of the parts pro_u rbsA gene_v t1 

pro_v rbsB gene_u t1 generates the equations displayed in the [Reactions] 

section of Table 4.5. Each line is composed of a reaction index (R1 to R12), the chemical 

equation itself, and one or two reaction parameters depending on the reaction 
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reversibility. The initial values have been computed by assigning 1 to variables 

representing DNA sequences and prompting the user to set the initial condition of 

proteins.  

 

[Reactions] 

R1: pro_u_rbsA_v -->pro_u_rbsA_v + mRNA_rbsA_v [k1]  

R2: mRNA_rbsA_v --> [k6]  

R3: mRNA_rbsA_v -->mRNA_rbsA_v + protein_v [k3]  

R4: protein_v --> [k8]  

R5: pro_v_rbsB_u -->pro_v_rbsB_u + mRNA_rbsB_u [k2]  

R6: mRNA_rbsB_u --> [k5]  

R7: mRNA_rbsB_u -->mRNA_rbsB_u + protein_u [k4]  

R8: protein_u --> [k7]  

R9: pro_v_rbsB_u +4protein_v <-->pro_v_rbsB_u_x [k10, k10r]  

R10: pro_v_rbsB_u_x -->pro_v_rbsB_u_x + mRNA_rbsB_u [k12]  

R11: pro_u_rbsA_v +2protein_u <-->pro_u_rbsA_v_x [k9, k9r]  

R12: pro_u_rbsA_v_x -->pro_u_rbsA_v_x + mRNA_rbsA_v [k11]  

[InitialValues] 

pro_u_rbsA_v= 1 

pro_v_rbsB_u = 1 

protein_v = user input 

protein_u = user input 

Table 4.5: Chemical equations translated from a DNA sequence.  

 

4.3.2  Expressing context-dependencies of parts function 

The semantic model presented in the previous section is completely modular since the 

parameters of the model describing the construct behavior are attributes of individual 

parts, not of higher order structures. For instance, in the previous model (Table 4.2 to 

Table 4.4), translational efficiency is primarily determined by the RBS sequence (62,63). 

This association between RBS and translation rate was successfully used to design one of 

the first artificial gene networks (24) and is still used by many synthetic biology software 
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applications (64-67). Yet, it is also well known that translation initiation can be 

attenuated by stable mRNA secondary structures (68-70). This leads to a situation where 

a translational rate can no longer be considered the attribute of an individual part but 

needs to be considered as the attribute of a specific combination of parts. This type of 

context-dependency can naturally be expressed using attribute grammars since the 

translation reaction is computed at the cistron level, not at the level of individual parts. 

Rule P5 of Table 4.2 can be modified by introducing a new function to retrieve the 

translation rate for specific combination of gene and RBS.  

 
P5. cistron --> rbs, gene 

{ 

cistron.translation_rate = get_translation_rate(rbs, gene) 

cistron.transcript = rbs.name + gene.name 

cistron.equation_list = translation(rbs, gene, 

cistron.translation_rate) 

} 

The get_translation_rate function checks for specific cases of interactions between an 

RBS and coding sequence first. If none is found, then the default RBS translation rate is 

used.  

 
If exists translation_rate(rbs, gene)  

translation_rate = translation_rate(rbs, gene) 

else  

translation_rate = translation_rate(rbs) 

endif 

 

This approach is illustrated in Table 4.6 using previously published data demonstrating 

the interference between the RBS and coding sequence (68). Specifically, this report 

provides the relation expression observed in 23 different constructs generated by 

combining different variants of the RBS and MS2 coat protein gene. This data set has 

been reorganized in Table 4.6 by sorting the constructs according to the RBS and gene 

variants they used. Three of the constructs using the WT RBS sequence resulted in a 

maximum level of expression while the expression of the gene variants ORF4, ORF5, 

and ORF6 were expressed at a much lower level due to the greater stability of the mRNA 

secondary structure. A similar pattern is observed for other RBS variants (RBS1, RBS2, 

RBS3, RBS7). For all of these RBS variants, it is possible to define the 

translation_rate function by associating the default translation rate with the 

maximum expression rate. Specific translation rates associated with particular pairs of 

RBS and gene variants are recorded separately.  

4.3.3  Exploration of genetic design space 

The semantic model in Table 4.2 to Table 4.4 is a compact proof of concept example but 

it does not capture a number of features commonly found in actual genetic constructs. In 

order to demonstrate that our approach is capable of modeling more realistic DNA 
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sequences, we have extended this semantic model (Supplementary Materials) to translate 

the DNA sequences of previously published DNA plasmids that include polycistronic 

cassettes in different orientations (24). This plasmid library was generated by 29 different 

genetic parts (three promoters: pLtetO-1, pLs1con, ptrc-2; eight RBS: rbsA to rbsH; and 

three genes: tetR, cIts, and lacI, and one terminator, all in both orientations). The syntax 

generates 72 different single gene expression constructs in each orientation. By 

combining two genes repressing each other in a construct, it is possible to make a bistable 

artificial gene network that can be used as a genetic switch.  

 

Mutant RBS ORF Expression Translation rate function 

1 RBS WT ORF WT 100 translation_rate(RBS WT)  

6 RBS WT ORF2 100  translation_rate(RBS WT) 

7 RBS WT ORF3 100  translation_rate(RBS WT) 

17 RBS WT ORF4 3 translation_rate(RBS WT, ORF4) 

20 RBS WT ORF5 6 translation_rate(RBS WT, ORF5) 

23 RBS WT ORF6 0.3 translation_rate(RBS WT, ORF6) 

4 RBS1 ORF WT 100 translation_rate(RBS1)  

2 RBS1 ORF1 100  translation_rate(RBS1) 

3 RBS1 ORF2 100  translation_rate(RBS1) 

5 RBS1 ORF3 4 translation_rate(RBS1, ORF3)  

14 RBS1 ORF4 <0.003 translation_rate(RBS1, ORF4)  

9 RBS2 ORF WT 100 translation_rate(RBS2)  

8 RBS2 ORF1 100  translation_rate(RBS2) 

10 RBS2 ORF3 100  translation_rate(RBS2) 

12 RBS3 ORF WT 100 translation_rate(RBS3)  

11 RBS3 ORF1 20 translation_rate(RBS3, ORF1)  

13 RBS3 ORF3 100 translation_rate(RBS3)  

15 RBS4 ORF4 0.1 translation_rate(RBS4)  

16 RBS5 ORF4 0.05 translation_rate(RBS5)  

22 RBS6 ORF WT 0.2 translation_rate(RBS6, ORF WT)  

18 RBS6 ORF4 80 translation_rate(RBS6)  

21 RBS7 ORF WT 100 translation_rate(RBS7)  

19 RBS7 ORF4 100 translation_rate(RBS7) 

Table 4.6: Context-dependency of experimentally determined translation rates. 

 

 

To demonstrate the potential use of a semantic model to search for a desirable behavior in 

a large genetic design space, we have generated the DNA sequences of all 41,472 

possible sequences (72
2
  8 RBS for the reporter gene) having the same structure as 

previously described switches. All sequences were translated into separate model files 

and a script was developed to perform a bistability analysis of each model. Parameters of 

the semantic model were obtained by qualitatively matching the experimental results of 

the six previously published switches (24) and are summarized in Table A.2. Most of the 

automatically generated sequences led to inherently non-bistable networks because the 
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necessary repressor/promoter pairs did not match. Since this specific example is 

particularly well understood, we could have generated a limited number of targeted 

constructs. Yet, we chose to generate all possible sequences to demonstrate the generality 

of our approach. In particular, it was important to evaluate the computational cost of 

generating and translating DNA sequences to ensure that it would not prevent a 

systematic exploration of more complex design spaces. It takes only minutes to generate 

41,472 sequences and translate them into SBML files. Hence, the computational cost of 

this step is negligible compared to the time required by the simulation of the SBML files.  

 

Bistability was tested numerically by integrating the differential equations until they 

converged to a steady state starting from two different initial conditions. The two initial 

conditions started with one protein level very high and the other very low and vice versa. 

We characterized the bistability by computing the ratio of reporter concentration for the 

two steady state values. In order to globally verify the behavior of this large population of 

models, we focused on the 3,072 constructs potentially capable of bistability, 1,408 of 

which were found to be bistable. We further reduced the number of constructs used to 

verify the translation process from 3,072 to 384 by assuming that two constructs differing 

only in the RBS in 5’ of the reporter gene would produce the same ratio of steady state 

values. Figure 4.3 visualizes the behavior of these 384 constructs. Constructs that are not 

bistable have a ratio of 1. This ratio gives insight into how the construct is expected to be 

experimentally detectable. Since most experimental methods cannot give an exact value 

of protein concentration, a high ratio is desired to rise above experimental noise. Each of 

the 6 windows is analogous to the previously described two-parameter bifurcation 

diagram for that pair of repressors (24). This gives confidence that both the semantic 

model of DNA sequences and the compiler used to translate automatically generated 

DNA sequences give results consistent with manually developed models of this family of 

gene networks. In the long term, the advantage to our approach over a traditional two-

parameter bifurcation is the association of discrete parameter values with specific parts. 

This will prove particularly valuable when the context-dependencies of parameter values 

are better documented experimentally.  

 

This example demonstrates the benefit of building a semantic model of synthetic DNA 

sequences. Even a small library of genetic parts can generate large numbers of artificial 

gene networks having no more than a few interacting genes. A syntactic model describing 

how parts can be combined into constructs is a compact representation of the genetic 

design space generated from the parts library. While it is possible to manually build 

mathematical models capturing the dynamics of some of these artificial gene networks 

individually, it becomes desirable to automate the process to ensure the model 

consistency when building large families of related models derived from the same parts 

library. By considering genetic parts as the terminal symbols of an attribute grammar, it 

becomes possible to automatically generate models of numerous artificial gene networks 

derived from this parts library and quickly identify the optimal designs (71).  
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Figure 4.3: Mapping the behavior of 384 genetic constructs. 

The map is organized by pairs of repressor genes and by RBSs connected to each 

repressor. RBSs are ordered by translational efficiency from low (H) to high (B), as 

determined by qualitatively fitting the results of Gardner et al. (8).  Gene pairs that 

cannot lead to bistable behaviors are excluded from this map as described in the 

text.  Numbers indicate the detectability ratio, defined as the steady state GFP 

concentration in the “on” state divided by the concentration in the “off” 

state.  Monostable constructs have a ratio of 1.  The ratio gives a measure of how easily 

the two steady states can be distinguished, which is important due to the large amount of 

experimental noise.  Colors give a visualization of the relative detectability as shown in 

the legend to the right. The six panes show a portion of the two parameter cusp 

bifurcation for the overall system.  For each repressor pair, the bifurcation diagram is 

shown with the window delineated by the RBS values displayed.  The cusp borders reveal 

the transition between monostability and bistability.  The behavior of constructs inside 

the cusp is robust.  Constructs having the same pairs of repressors in reverse order are 

located in the same column. They show the structure of the cusp reflected over the x-y 

axis, but have different detectability values. 

4.4   Discussion 

4.4.1  Computer Assisted Design of synthetic genetic constructs 

The parameter values used in the previous example were selected to match an extremely 

small set of six experimental data points. Although the under-determination of the model 

does not make it possible to precisely estimate the value of these parameters, the example 

illustrates how the framework could provide valuable guidance in selecting specific parts 

for a design. Considering that the exact value of parameters for parts is still a far off 
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perspective, the automatic exploration of the design space presented here will provide 

useful guidance in construct design. For example, robust constructs from the cusp interior 

of the tetR/cI and lacI/cI pairings could be built and tested while less robust switches 

based on the lacI/tetR pairing would be avoided.  As more is learned about these parts 

including the specific rates in different genetic contexts, the predictive ability of such 

maps will increase. 

 

The approach presented in this report will be implemented into GenoCAD (72), the web-

based tool we have developed to give biologists access to our syntactic design 

framework. Through GenoCAD, users will benefit from the syntactic and semantic 

models of various parts sources (GenoCAD provided library, MIT Registry of Standard 

Biological Parts, or user created parts library). Initially, users will be able to translate 

their designs into SBML files that could be imported in SBML-compliant simulation 

tools (www.sbml.org/SBML_Software_Guide) for further analysis. At a later stage, 

simulation results and more advanced numerical analyses will be seamlessly integrated in 

GenoCAD’s workflow. One of the major obstacles toward the implementation of such 

semantic models in GenoCAD is the development of a data model allowing users to 

understand and possibly edit the functional model of the parts they use.  

 

A function description language called Genetic Engineering of living Cells (GEC) was 

recently introduced to specify the properties of a design (67). GEC is capable of finding a 

DNA sequence that implements the desirable phenotypic functions. Several other 

software applications have been recently released to design biological systems from 

standardized genetic parts. ASMPART (65), SynBioSS (66), a specialized ProMot 

package (64) and TinkerCell (www.tinkercell.com) illustrate this trend. These tools are 

still exploratory. One of their limitations is the requirement to define parts in a 

specialized format, such as SBML or Modeling Description Language (MDL). 

Furthermore, instead of defining parts interactions in the underlying parts data models, 

these tools rely on the user to manually define them textually (66) or graphically (64). As 

a result of this specific limitation, several of these tools do not appear suitable for the 

automatic exploration of a design space. Moreover, they tend to rely on a loosely defined 

relationship between the structure of the genetic constructs and their behavior. They 

allow parts to be assembled in any order without regard for biological viability.  

 

Still, the scripts developed to generate our results is of lesser importance than the 

application of the theory of semantics-based translation using attribute grammars upon 

which many computer languages and their compilers rely (56,73) to translate DNA 

sequences into dynamical models representing the molecular interactions they encode. As 

a result, a wealth of existing theoretical results and software tools can find new 

applications in the life sciences. For instance, we have implemented semantic models of 

DNA sequences into two widely used but very different programming environments, 

Prolog (74) and ANTLR (75). Future research efforts will need to investigate the pros 

and cons of different compiler generators and different parsing algorithms for analyzing 

even genome-scale DNA sequences and how they impact the ability of grammars to 

express various features of DNA sequences. Also, the type of attributes associated with 

parts is flexible. Here we primarily use mass action kinetic rates as attributes, but we 
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could just as easily have used the emerging synthetic biology measurement units like 

polymerase per second (PoPS) (37,76). 

 

Ultimately, tools capable of automatically generating models of the behavior of synthetic 

DNA sequences will be important for the advancement of synthetic biology (71). 

However, these tools will need to be able to express that the contribution of a genetic part 

to the phenotype of an organism depends largely on the local and global context in which 

it is placed. The interference between RBS and coding sequence is just one example of 

the biological complexity that computer assisted design applications will have to properly 

consider.   

4.4.2  Functional characterization of genetic parts 

Before it will be used to build synthetic genetic systems meeting user-defined 

specifications, the semantic model of DNA sequences presented in this report will be 

instrumental in the quantitative characterization of structure-function relationships in 

synthetic DNA sequences. The vision of applying quantitative engineering methods to 

biological problems has been recognized as promising avenue to biological discovery 

(29). The critical role of artificial gene networks in the characterization of molecular 

noise affecting the dynamics of gene networks (77) illustrates the potential of synthetic 

biology as a route to refine the understanding of basic biological processes.  

 

Ongoing efforts aim to carefully define how parts should fit together syntactically and 

what attributes are needed to characterize their function. For example, the sequence 

between the RBS and the start codon has been shown to play an important role in 

translation rate (78). The question arises whether the RBS should be defined to include 

the spacing, or if there should be a separate parts category for the spacer. The rapid 

development of gene synthesis techniques (79) will make it possible to investigate these 

questions with a base-level resolution. Beyond libraries of parts for designing expression 

vectors, similar curation efforts could lead to the identification of parts in genomic 

sequences, whereby the hypothetical function of these parts as they are expressed in 

attribute grammars could be tested by genome refactoring (33). 
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Abstract  
Synthetic biology depends on the ability to predict the function of devices composed of 

well-characterized genetic components. Even though the community has long recognized 

the need to publish functional parameters in standardized parts data sheets, limitations of 

commonly available measurement techniques result in insufficient information to 

properly estimate parameter values. We used adaptive imaging cytometry to collect time-

series data of gene expression in individual cells expressing a fluorescent protein under 

the control of an inducible promoter. We fit a stochastic model of gene expression to the 

statistical distributions of single-cell data over time. We demonstrate that we cannot 

estimate all gene expression rate parameters with protein data alone, but that we can 

constrain the estimates of all parameters by measuring mRNA with Fluorescence In Situ 

Hybridization. We report rate parameters in units of molecules/time rather than rates 

relative to some standard, which will facilitate the reliable characterization of parts. 
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5.1   Introduction  

The ultimate goal of synthetic biology is the engineering of artificial genetic systems 

designed to propose alternative and sustainable solutions to humankind’s most pressing 

needs (Khalil & Collins, 2010). It is envisioned that these systems will be composed of 

simple devices performing specific functions such as environmental sensing, switching, 

or logic analysis (Moon et al, 2012b; Purnick & Weiss, 2009; Regot et al, 2011; Tabor et 

al, 2009; Tamsir et al, 2011) The devices themselves are combinations of genes, 

promoters, and other genetic elements called parts (Galdzicki et al, 2011; Peccoud et al, 

2008; Slusarczyk et al, 2012). This compelling vision of a predictable engineering of 

synthetic genetic systems relies on the concept of functional composition of DNA 

sequences. Being able to predict the behavior of combinations of parts or devices from 

the behavior of their components would greatly facilitate the development of complex 

systems composed of large numbers of parts.  

 

This perspective calls for an unprecedented effort to quantitatively characterize the 

function of genetic parts through specific characterization experiments and reduction of 

the resulting datasets into mathematical models of parts’ functions. One cannot 

underestimate the need for high-quality functional models. Since non-linear interactions 

between genetic parts can lead to qualitatively different behaviors depending on small 

quantitative differences in parts’ functions, inaccuracies in the parts’ functional models 

propagate to models of devices and systems jeopardizing the predictable functional 

composition of genetic elements (Ellis et al, 2009a). Synthetic biology projects are still 

plagued with years of tedious tuning by trial-and-error as a direct result of the lack of 

good estimates of the functional parameters of genetic parts (Kwok, 2010).  

 

While the need to characterize parts has been recognized for some time (Canton et al, 

2008; Kelly et al, 2009), estimates of parts’ parameters are still remarkably scarce.  or 

example, the maturation of fluorescent proteins in vivo remains poorly characterized 

despite their ubiquitous use as reporters of the dynamics of artificial and natural gene 

networks. This observation is puzzling since the molecular basis of the maturation of 

fluorescent proteins is simple and well understood. Several authors have described 

protocols to estimate this parameter. Yet, only a handful of estimates have been published 

(Ajo-Franklin et al, 2007; Gordon et al, 2007) leaving most of the fluorescent proteins 

largely undocumented.  

 

This situation is a direct consequence of the inherent difficulty of estimating rate 

parameters. Current measurement techniques are only capable of partially observing the 

dynamics of genetic devices. Only a small fraction of the molecular species represented 

by variables in mathematical models of device behaviors is measurable, typically by the 

use of no more than a few fluorescent proteins. Hence, the experimental dataset does not 

allow the estimation of all the parameters in the underlying model (Jaqaman & Danuser, 

2006; Raue et al, 2011) resulting in structurally non-identifiable model parameters (Raue 

et al, 2009). In addition, the limited amount and quality of the dataset can hamper the 
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possibility of obtaining good estimates of some model parameters, a situation known as 

practical non-identifiability. Acknowledging the relationship between identifiability and 

measurability naturally leads to proposing model-driven experimental designs that 

minimize the risks of developing under-determined models with key parameter values 

that cannot be estimated from experimental datasets (Balsa-Canto et al, 2010; Raue et al, 

2011).  

 

Two routes are available to resolve model under-determination. Simplifying the model 

representing the function of genetic parts can reduce the number of parameters to be 

estimated. One approach consists of estimating relative behaviors among component 

types and variants (Anderson et al, 2007; Ellis et al, 2009b; Kelly et al, 2009; Salis et al, 

2009; Wang et al, 2011) (Endy, personal communication). It is also possible to eliminate 

parameters by characterizing the model-steady state and ignoring the dynamics of the 

response to environmental perturbations (Regot et al, 2011). Similarly, models of systems 

constructed of distinct cell populations that communicate can ignore the effect of noise 

observed in individual cells because of population averaging (Danino et al, 2010; Prindle 

et al, 2012; Tamsir et al, 2011). These results have demonstrated that a model-driven 

design of complex genetic devices is possible. Selecting components that are “stronger” 

or “weaker” than others from a library of parts can go a long way towards tuning 

complex systems (Litcofsky et al, 2012; Moon et al, 2012a).  

 

Extracting more information than is possible with traditional instruments is another 

approach to resolving model under-determination. New instruments combining 

fluorescent microscopy (Locke & Elowitz, 2009) and microfluidics (Ferry et al, 2011) are 

providing dense time series of gene expression data in individual cells. It has been 

demonstrated that the statistical distribution of single cell data can be related to the 

structure of the underlying gene expression mechanism (Munsky et al, 2012). In this 

work we describe our efforts to merge these advances to estimate physical parameters of 

gene expression for a single eukaryotic gene expression cassette. Specifically, we reused 

a previously described yeast strain that expresses the Venus fluorescent protein under the 

control of the endogenous GAL1 promoter (Raser & O'Shea, 2004). Our goal was to 

estimate the relevant parameters in absolute units and in the absence of comparisons to 

any reference standard, allowing the values to stand alone, consequently setting the stage 

for use in systematic characterization of libraries of components with standardized data 

sheets (Canton et al, 2008) and exploration of the dependencies of these rates on genetic 

and environmental contexts.  

5.2   Results  

5.2.1  Adaptive cytometry  

We have developed an automated imaging cytometry platform, GenoSIGHT, to collect 

time course data on individual cells. The hardware includes an incubation chamber and 

computer-controllable microfluidics system to enable control of as many environmental 

variables as possible. The software collects and analyzes phase contrast and fluorescence 
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images to automatically identify suitable fields-of-view, monitor cell count, and track 

changes in fluorescence. The images and resulting information are processed in real-time 

to allow for automatic control of an experiment via feedback through the microfluidics 

device (Figure 5.1a). This closed-loop control of the image acquisition process allows the 

collection of richer datasets than is possible using the more traditional open-loop control 

used to program imaging workstations. The system optimizes the use of a limited data 

acquisition bandwidth by focusing on the most informative fields of view based on user-

defined balance between time resolution and total number of cells observed. It also uses a 

user-defined description of the experiment to coordinate image acquisition and 

environmental perturbations by changing media in the microfluidic system in response to 

observed changes in variables such as cell count and cell fluorescence. The idea of 

intelligent acquisition of microscopy images has been explored theoretically (Jackson et 

al, 2011; Jackson et al, 2009) but never implemented before.  

 

Another benefit of this approach is a substantial reduction in experimental labor costs. 

Experiments that might have taken a week of off-and-on attention to prepare, run, and 

process can now be condensed to less than an hour of setup and a few hours of 

unmonitored execution. For instance, the system can detect problems in an experiment 

and alert the experimenter by email or text message, potentially averting wasted hours on 

a failed experiment. The operator is also provided with statistical plots generated on the 

fly as with flow cytometry. This high-level information can help detect problems arising 

during parts characterization experiments.  

5.2.2  Model  

We modeled our biological system using a variant of the two-state gene expression model 

(Peccoud & Ycart, 1995; Shahrezaei & Swain, 2008; So et al, 2011) in which the 

promoter switches stochastically between an inactive (OFF) and an active (ON) state. 

Specifically, we assumed that the transition between the OFF and ON state is irreversible 

since we performed only induction experiments. The model also includes a reaction 

corresponding to the transition of the fluorescent protein between an immature state and a 

fluorescent conformation. We use mass-action equations for each of the key steps in 

inducible gene expression (with corresponding rate parameters): promoter activation 

(kACT), transcription (kTX), mRNA degradation (kMDEG), translation (kTL), and protein 

maturation (kMAT) (Figure 5.1b, Table B.1, Table B.2). We also include a burst 

parameter (B) corresponding to the number of mRNA’s produced at each transcription 

event. For the initial analysis of protein fluorescence data, we keep B fixed to 1.  
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Figure 5.1:  Experimental Data and Model.  

Panel (a) provides an overview of GenoSIGHT. Images are automatically converted to 

fluorescence data and analyzed, then fed back to adjust acquisition parameters or media 

content as appropriate. Panel (b) describes the model. Blue arrows indicate mass-action 

equations. Hollow blue arrows indicate that the reactant is not consumed in the reaction. 

Transcription events produce B mRNA copies. Details below the dashed divider describe 

the model of cell division, where cells stochastically progress through the cell cycle and 

divide, randomly partitioning species between mother and daughter. AFU’s in a cell (red 

curves) are scaled by cell-cycle time to more accurately imitate experimental 

measurements, which are scaled by cell size. Panel (c) depicts typical experimental 

datasets (top) and simulated datasets (bottom) for inhibition (left) and non-inhibition 

(right) experiments, as well as the objective function (center).  

 

The model does not include a protein degradation rate because the analysis of an earlier 

version of this model showed that protein degradation was negligible compared to the 

dilution of fluorescent proteins associated with cell division. In order to account for 

random partitions of proteins between mother and daughter cells during cell division 

(Huh & Paulsson, 2011), we model individual cells as progressing stochastically between 

0% and 100% of the cell cycle. When a cell reaches 100%, a new cell is added to the 

simulation queue, and the model species are divided approximately 60%-40% (mother-

daughter) by random selection from an appropriate binomial distribution. This step 

proved important for capturing the experimentally observed cell-cell variability (Figure 
B.1).  

 

Finally, since gene expression data are collected in units of arbitrary fluorescence units 

(AFUs), we include a scaling parameter (A) to convert the number of mature fluorescent 

protein copies to AFUs. AFU values are also scaled by cell cycle time to approximate the 

scaling by area that takes place in the experimental system. Measurement errors and 

cellular auto-fluorescence are modeled by adding a random error term from a constant 

normal distribution to each simulated data point. The parameters of the normal 

distributions were derived from data collected on uninduced cells. Since we typically 

collect data on roughly 700 cells, we typically run simulations in batches of 700 runs of 

the stochastic model to mimic the population of cells measured experimentally.  

5.2.3  Parameter estimation from protein data  

We first wanted to evaluate if it was possible to estimate the model parameters solely 

from the Venus fluorescence data. We performed translation inhibition experiments to 

measure fluorescent protein maturation rates as previously described (Ajo-Franklin et al, 

2007; Gordon et al, 2007) (Online Methods). Briefly, cells are grown in non-inducing 

media and added to the microfluidics device. Upon detection of a normal growth rate, the 

inducer molecule is automatically added. Once the cells start fluorescing, a translation 

inhibitor is added to the media. At this point, any new increase in fluorescence is 

assumed to be due to protein copies that have been translated, but have not yet matured 

into observable fluorescent protein copies. A typical experiment is shown in Figure 4.1c, 

upper left. We also performed induction experiments similar to the translation inhibition 
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experiment except that no translation inhibitor is added, and cells continue to grow 

(Figure 5.1c, upper right). We performed each experiment in triplicate (Figure B.2, 

Figure B.3, Figure B.4, and Table B.3).  

 

To take advantage of the time series of single-cell fluorescence data captured in our 

dataset, we created an objective function to compare the time-evolution of statistical 

distributions of experimental and simulated fluorescence data (Figure 5.1c, center). For a 

given parameter set, the objective function computes the cumulative distribution function 

(cdf) of both the experimental and simulated data at each experimental time point. The 

function then computes the sum-squared difference between the simulated and 

experimental cdfs at each time point and sums these differences over all the time points. 

Using this metric to assess how simulated data match experimental data, it is possible to 

find parameter sets that simulate datasets that are visually very similar to experimental 

data (Figure 5.1c, bottom; Figure B.5, Figure B.6).  

5.2.4  Uncertainty of parameter estimates  

We estimate parameter values by interactively searching parameter space guided by the 

structure of this particular model. Since this heuristic approach to parameter estimation 

does not guarantee that the solution is optimal locally, much less globally, we explored 

the parameter space surrounding these solutions to assess the sensitivity of the objective 

function to small variations of parameter values. Since the model is stochastic, two sets of 

700 simulated cells will have slightly different fitness values as a result of sampling error. 

As the perturbation size becomes small, a change in the objective function due to a 

parameter perturbation becomes smaller than the fluctuations associated with sampling 

errors. To decide if fluctuations of fitness values are significant, we generated a 

distribution of objective function values by producing n sets of 700 simulated cells for 

each set of parameters. After testing the normality of these distributions of fitness values, 

a Student’s t-test is used to assess the statistical significance of differences between the 

distributions of fitness values obtained with two sets of parameter values (α=.05, Online 

Methods). Since the objective function values are on a different scale for the two 

experiments, we consider the fold change from the unperturbed system instead of 

absolute values of the objective function (Figure 5.2a). In order to consider both 

experiments simultaneously, we use the average of the two values as our primary 

sensitivity metric. We find that this combined objective function (Favg) is indeed 

sensitive to perturbations in all parameters (Figure 5.2b, Figure B.7).  

 

By noting the minimum perturbation size at which the objective function is statistically 

different from the one obtained for a specific set of parameter values, we can evaluate the 

“simulation uncertainty.” This simulation uncertainty could theoretically be made 

arbitrarily small given unlimited computational power to increase the number of 

simulations; however, there is also uncertainty resulting from differences in experimental 

replicates. By considering the standard error of each parameter value as estimated from 

different experimental replicates, we establish an approximate bound on this 

“experimental uncertainty.” Though these uncertainties are not directly comparable, at 

the point where simulation uncertainty becomes small compared to experimental 
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uncertainty, there is little value in reducing the simulation uncertainty further by 

increasing n and the number of cells per simulation (Figure B.8). We use this concept to 

guide the choice of n throughout.  

 

 
Figure 5.2:  Sensitivity Analysis.  

(a) We overcome the fact that stochastic simulation error is larger than the impact of 

small parameter perturbations by simulating a perturbed parameter set (θ’) and 

computing the resulting objective function n times, and then determining if the perturbed 

parameter set results in a distribution of values that differs statistically from the same 

number of simulations of the unperturbed parameter set (θ). We use the fold change 

between mean objective function values, F (θ’), as the sensitivity metric. (b) The 

sensitivity of each parameter to multiplicative perturbations ranging from 0.5 to 2, with 

error bars representing SEM (all points different from θ by t-test, n=10). (c) The system 

is sensitive to perturbations in kTX, kTL, and A if they result in changes to the product 

P=kTX×kTL×A (P-varied, all points different from θ by t-test, n=10), but not if P 

remains constant (P-fixed, all points identical to θ by t-test, n=10)). (d) Focused analysis 

of P with increased n reveals a band of indistinguishable points (n=30).  

 

Note that the shape of the sensitivity curves is highly similar for kTX, kTL, and A (Figure 

5.2b, Figure B.7). This result indicates that the system may be sensitive to some 

combination of the parameters rather than each parameter individually. Indeed, we find 

that in the vicinity of our parameter estimates the system is sensitive to perturbations that 

change the product of the parameters, P=kTX×kTL×A, but seems to be insensitive to 

perturbations that maintain a constant value for P (Figure 5.2c, Figure B.9). However, 

intuition suggests that this insensitivity does not hold universally because at the limit 

where kTX and kTL are near zero, one would expect the vast majority of cells to have no 

FP copies, while exceedingly rare cells contain a single FP copy of near-infinite 

brightness. For large numbers of cells, this situation would maintain the mean 

fluorescence, but yield extremely different distribution shapes. For values closer to our 

solution, this concept manifests itself as a change in cell-cell variability; for kTX and kTL 

small and A large, stochastic noise increases cell-cell variability, while for kTX and kTL 

large and A small, cell-cell variability decreases (Figure B.10). The impact of this effect 
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is subtle compared to changes in P. Yet by increasing n and focusing on perturbations of 

kTX and kTL while adjusting A to keep P fixed, a more detailed picture of the sensitivity 

to these parameters emerges. Figure 5.2d reveals a landscape of kTX/kTL pairs, including 

a region in which the solutions are indistinguishable (dashed lines) (Figure B.11). 

Simulating the induction experiment is roughly 10 times more computationally expensive 

than the inhibition experiment due to modeling of cell division, and initial probing 

showed that performing this analysis using simulations of the induction experiment did 

not provide any additional insights, so we only pursued inhibition simulations for these 

analyses. From these simulations it is possible to establish a minimum value for kTX, 

below which the cell-cell variability contributed by transcription is greater than that 

observed in the proteomic data experimentally. At the minimum value of kTX, kTL can 

become arbitrarily large because all of the cell-cell variability observed in the 

fluorescence data is generated by transcription (cell-partitioning error is negligible for the 

inhibition experiment). In this situation, for any translation rate fast enough to not 

contribute any significant amount of cell-cell variability, kTL effectively becomes another 

scaling parameter that cannot be disentangled from A. Thus, kTL and A remain 

unconstrained, at least for values that are conceivable biologically (translation half-times 

ranging roughly from 1sec-1hr). We hypothesized that this structural non-identifiability 

might be a result of the slow time-scale of the maturation step obscuring the underlying 

dynamics. However, repeating the analysis on a simulated dataset with very fast 

maturation resulted in the same picture (Figure B.12).  

5.2.5  Refining parameter estimates with mRNA data  

Since it was not possible to unambiguously estimate all the model parameters using time 

courses of proteomic data alone, we augmented this first data set with transcriptomic data 

collected by Fluorescence In Situ Hybridization (FISH) (Zenklusen et al, 2008) at 0, 20, 

40, and 60 minutes after induction (Online Methods). Using the values for kACT and 

kMDEG as estimated from the inhibition data, we adjusted the transcription parameters to 

match the mRNA distributions collected by FISH. Changing kTX alone was not sufficient 

to match the experimental FISH distributions, so we also modified the burst parameter, B, 

and found a good match (Figure 5.3a). We verified the uniqueness of this solution by 

perturbing both kTX and B (Figure 5.3b, Figure B.13). With kTX and B known, we 

returned to the fluorescence data. We quickly found values for kTL and A that minimized 

the objective function, but these solutions are still non-unique for any reasonable values. 

As in the case described above, transcription is responsible for all of the experimentally 

observed cell-cell variability (cell-partitioning error is again negligible because this 

analysis focuses on the inhibition experiment). Thus, only for unreasonably slow 

translation rates can the objective function distinguish between kTL/A pairs, and even 

then the differences are small (Figure 5.3c, Figure B.14). We therefore report kTL and A 

as a product in Table 5.1.  

 

The parameters agree well across 3 experimental replicates (Table 5.1). The model 

matches the data across most time points but the quality of the fit is marginal around the 

point when fluorescence is initially beginning to increase (Figure B.15). The same is true 

for the FISH data (Figure 5.3a). This discrepancy indicates that a single-step mass-action 
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reaction is not adequate to capture the dynamics of the activation step. More complex 

models that incorporate the different stages of transcription initiation complex formation 

(Blake et al, 2003) or the detailed mechanism of S. cerevisiae response to the presence of 

galactose (Timson, 2007) might improve the fit.  

 

 
Figure 5.3: FISH Analysis.  

(a) Distributions of mRNA counts in individual cells from FISH experiments (bars) and 

simulations (lines). (b) Sensitivity of the objective function for mRNA distributions to 

changes in kTX and B. (c) Sensitivity of the objective function to different values of kTL 

with A scaled to keep P constant (n=100).  

 

The estimated rates are biologically reasonable. Our conclusion that the proteomic noise 

observed in the fluorescence experiments is predominantly due to (1) noise from 

stochastic activation of the promoter and bursty transcription (Bar-Even et al, 2006; 

Blake et al, 2003; Kar et al, 2009; Newman et al, 2006), and (2) cell partitioning errors 

(Huh & Paulsson, 2011) has been suggested elsewhere. The GAL promoter is reported to 

produce a >500-fold increase in transcription after induction (Bram et al, 1986); our 

results show a ~1200-fold induction after 60 mins (Online Methods). The rate of mRNA 

degradation falls within the range of values described in large-scale analyses of S. 

cerevisiae (Cacace et al, 2012). Since our translation rate is entangled with the 

instrument-dependent scaling parameter A, it is impossible to compare our results to 

others, though the only available comparisons are from experiments using population 

extracts that would need to be scaled by volume (Lee et al, 2011). Reported values 

available to compare to our estimated maturation half-time of Venus (26 min) range 

widely. Two in vitro studies citing identical protocols reported oxidation half times (the 

rate limiting step in fluorophore formation) as 68 min (Kremers et al, 2006) and 1.44 min 

(Nagai et al, 2002), respectively. Another study in E. coli gave 7.0 ± 2.5 min (Yu et al, 

2006). Each of these half times was determined at 37
o
 C and none were in S. cerevisiae, 

which might explain the slower rate presented here. Indeed, Nagai et al. also report an 

oxidation half time of 4.6 min for EYFP in vitro at 37
o
 C (Nagai et al, 2002), while 

Gordon et al. report an overall maturation half time of 39 min (Gordon et al, 2007) in S. 

cerevisiae at 30
o 
C using the protocol upon which ours is based. These discrepancies 

underscore the need to better understand the dependencies of gene expression rate 

parameters.  
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Parameter Unit Function Rep 
1 

Rep 
2 

Rep 
3 

Mean ± SE  
(3 

replicates) 

Mean 
half-
time 

kACT [min
-1

] Activation 0.11 0.15 0.14 0.13 ± 0.01 5.2 min 

kTX 
[min

-1
] 

Transcription 0.110 0.114 0.109 
0.111 ± 
0.002 

6.2 min 

B [] Burst Size 68.9 72.7 73.7 71.8 ± 1.5 n/a 

kMDeg 
[min

-1
] mRNA 

Decay 
0.087 0.099 0.092 

0.093 ± 
0.005 

7.5 min 

kTL·A 
[AFU  molecule

-1
  

min
-1

] 
Translation 0.38 0.35 0.40 0.37 ± 0.01 1.8 min 

kMAT 
[min

-1
] 

Maturation 0.025 0.027 0.030 
0.027 ± 
0.002 

26 min 

Table 5.1: Parameter estimates for three replicates.  

5.3   Discussion  

Our results demonstrate the potential of merging the high information density of imaging 

cytometry methods with stochastic model analysis that leverages statistical distributions 

of single cells in order to generate reference-free estimates of gene network parameters in 

standard physical units. Imaging cytometry provides higher time resolution than flow 

cytometry and integration with microfluidics technologies allows control over 

environmental variables not available with other approaches. The ability to automate 

imaging cytometry experiments makes the characterization of large sets of constructs 

more achievable. Combining the advantages of imaging cytometry with sophisticated 

analysis based on statistical distributions and stochastic models enables the 

disentanglement of structural non-identifiabilies that limit methods that consider only the 

mean and deterministic models. Further advances that automate the parameter estimation 

or leverage the information contained in the trajectories of individual cells should further 

enable estimation of rate parameters on a larger scale.  

 

Yet, despite all the information collected (~28,000 images for 7 parameters) and 

advanced analysis, it was still not possible to accurately estimate all model parameters 

from the protein data alone. We were able to almost fully constrain the model by 

performing FISH experiments, but the protocol requires expensive oligonucleotide probes 

and significant labor investment before imaging. It is important to keep in mind that the 

possibility to estimate parameter values depends a lot on the chosen model. A 

compromise needs to be found between the quality of the model’s fit to available data 

and the level of detail in the model. For instance, it would be possible to come up with a 

more complicated model of the promoter activation step, but it is not clear that we could 

estimate the additional parameters it would include. Similarly, we model transcription 

bursting as a stochastic event with fixed burst size corresponding to 2 parameters. A more 
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accurate model might describe a reversible promoter transition to “burst mode” where a 

fast transcription rate exists, but whether we could uniquely estimate all 3 parameters is 

an open question. The relative magnitude of the parameters themselves can have an 

impact on the ability to estimate them. For instance, the slow maturation time of the 

fluorescent reporters can obscure underlying dynamics (Wang et al, 2008) and may limit 

estimation power from datasets such as presented here.  

 

The estimation of absolute parameter values in individual constructs is a stepping-stone 

toward the systematic exploration of the context dependencies of specific rate parameters. 

By characterizing the behavior of families of related constructs derived from the same set 

of parts, it will be possible to detect how the specific genetic or environmental context 

may affect the dynamics of the behavior encoded in specific parts, and to then formalize 

them into models to account for the behavior. Data that cannot be accounted for by the 

model, such as the activation behavior described above, can point to deficiencies in the 

specific model used. By probing the appropriateness of alternative models, the system 

can also serve as a hypothesis generator for the presence of unknown regulation or 

context dependencies. Such capabilities should be of interest well beyond the confines of 

synthetic biology: systems biologists can build better models for individual genes, 

pharmaceutical companies can perform more detailed drug screens, and traditional cell 

biologists can test hypotheses on novel pathway structures with minimized effort. In 

synthetic biology, the ability to accurately capture stochastic effects by modeling absolute 

gene expression rates and how context modifies them should dramatically improve our 

ability to predict the function of novel combinations of genetic components.  

5.4   Materials and methods  

5.4.1  Cell cultures  

Cells used in this study are S. cervisiae containing a chromosomally integrated copy of 

the YFP variant venus, created by Raser et al. (Raser & O'Shea, 2004) Cultures were 

grown overnight at 30
o
C from plate stocks (synthetic complete (SC) media +2% glucose) 

in pre-warmed liquid media under non-inducing conditions (SC +2% raffinose). Cultures 

were diluted 1:50 after ~16 hours and grown for another ~8 hours. At this point, cells 

were diluted to an OD of ~0.1 and loaded onto the microfluidics plate (CellASIC) along 

with appropriate pre-warmed media (Well 1: SC +2% raffinose, Well 2: SC +2% 

galactose, both experiment types; Well 3: SC +2% galactose +100ug/mL cycloheximide, 

inhibition experiments only). Changes of media were programmed in software.  

 

5.4.2  Imaging  

All images were collected on an Axio Observer Z1 (Carl Zeiss MicroImaging, Inc.) 

microscope equipped with a halogen lamp for bright field imaging, and a 120 W Metal 

Halide lamp for fluorescence excitation. The microscope is controlled by custom 
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software developed in MATLAB that relies on the API of the open-source microscopy 

control software, μManager (Arthur Edelstein, 2010). The custom software performs 

image processing tasks during acquisition, and among other features, allows for the 

automatic identification of suitable fields of view (FOVs), and therefore maximizes the 

number of cells that can be sampled. For each data set 30 FOVs were automatically 

selected from a user-defined area of the trapping region. All images were collected with a 

63x Ph3, phase contrast objective (Carl Zeiss MicroImaging, Inc., LCI Plan-Neofluar 

63x/1.3 Imm Corr Ph3), and a GFP filterset (Chroma Technology Corp., set 49002). 

Exposure times were 10 ms for Phase contrast and 75 ms for fluorescence.  

5.4.3  Image processing and cell identification  

Phase-contrast images are segmented using custom software derived from Yeast Tree 

1.6.3 (Bean et al, 2006). The application relies on the MATLAB Image Processing 

toolbox.  irst, the function ‘imfill’ is used to flood-fill local minimum not connected to 

the image border, which fills in the center of the groups of cells. As each group of cells 

will have slightly different levels to which the flood-fill will rise, we then search the 

image histogram for intensities greater than the calculated background, taken from the 

border pixels, and with a frequency greater than the minimum cell area, generally set to 

200 pixels. To keep only large groups of connected pixels, an erosion (built-in function 

‘imerode’) is performed, removing the outermost pixels of a region and eliminating small 

groups of pixels. The next step is to separate these groups into individual cells. This is 

done with another call to ‘imerode’ to cut the small necks that appear between touching 

cells. Once the cells are cut, the remaining connected regions are labeled with a call to the 

built-in function ‘bwlabel’, which identifies the individual cells and assigns each with a 

unique label. To finish, the cells are returned to their original sizes with a dilation (built-

in function ‘imdilate’), which adds pixels around the edges of each cell.  

5.4.4  Simulations  

Models were built in SimBiology (The Mathworks) and simulated using a combination of 

SimBiology and custom MATLAB (The Mathworks) code. Stochastic simulations were 

executed using the Gillespie Algorithm as implemented in SimBiology. The MATLAB 

Parallel Computing Toolbox (The Mathworks) was used to accelerate simulation times.  

5.4.5  Statistical testing  

We used statistical tests to differentiate distributions of objective function values 

generated from multiple simulations of two parameter sets. We first check if each 

distribution is normally distributed by fitting a normal distribution to each set, and seeing 

if each distribution is statistically different from the corresponding fit by the 

Kolmogororov-Smirnov test (α=.05). This test validates the assumption of normality 

required by the Student’s t-test, which we use to determine if the means of the two 

distributions are significantly different (α=.05). Both tests were carried out by functions 

provided within MATLAB software.  
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5.4.6  FISH experiments  

Five 50-mer oligonucleotides were designed to target Venus mRNA. The oligos were 

synthesized commercially (BioSearch Technologies), and each contains 4-5 modified T’s 

that contain an amine group. A DyeLight 550 NHS Ester labeling kit (Thermo Scientific) 

was used to conjugate the fluorescent dye DyeLight 550 to the modified T’s.  robe 

hybridization was carried out as described in Zenklusen et al (Zenklusen et al, 2008). 

Single mRNA spot detection was carried out on the same microscopy platform as above. 

For each data set 20 FOVs were automatically selected from a user-defined area of the 

slide. A z-stack was collected at each FOV containing 31 focal planes separated by 0.2 

mm, and 2 color channels: DyeLight 550 (Chroma filter set SP102v1, exposure time: 2 

s/plane), and Hoechst 33342 (Chroma filter set 49000, exposure time: 150 ms/plane). In 

addition, a single phase-contrast image was acquired at the central plane for automated 

cell identification (see above). The three-dimensional fluorescence z-stacks were reduced 

to 2D images by use of a maximum Z-projection. Single spots, corresponding to single 

mRNA molecules, were then identified using the algorithm described by Thompson, et 

al.12 First, a local background subtraction, in which the mean of a 19x19 pixel 

neighborhood is subtracted from the central pixel, is used to highlight the bright punctate 

spots from the autofluorescence background of the cells. Then, pixels five standard 

deviations above the mean pixel value of the entire image are chosen as initial seeds for 

the spot detection routine. Gaussian weighting is then used to move each seed to the 

center of the 2D Gaussian intensity distribution. Spots with an integrated intensity of 

<350 are likely the result of non-specifically bound individual probes, and are therefore 

removed. To avoid double counting a single mRNA, if the centers of two spots are within 

2 pixels of each other, then the dimmer of the two spots is removed. Some cells in the 20 

min time point and many in the 40 and 60 min time points had far too many spots for the 

algorithm to accurately detect. We therefore approximated the number of mRNAs in each 

cell by taking the total fluorescence of the cell summed over the z-stacks, subtracting a 

background fluorescence corresponding to a non-induced cell of comparable size, and 

dividing by the average intensity of a single spot as computed from cells that did not 

saturate the detection algorithm. We computed fold induction by dividing the mean 

number of mRNAs per cell approximated at the 60 min time point by the mean number of 

mRNAs detected by the algorithm in cells at the 0 min time point.  
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Chapter 6:  Conclusions 
Synthetic biology remains a fledgling field with exciting potential. Viruses that seek out 

and selectively kill cancer cells, microbes that regulate insulin levels in diabetic patients, 

and phages that attack antibiotic resistant bacteria all promise to revolutionize treatment 

of major diseases. Production of biofuels, pharmaceuticals, plastics, and industrial 

products from sunlight or waste products promise to reduce costs and alleviate 

dependencies on depleting oil supplies. Crops that warn farmers of disease at the earliest 

stages could prevent famine. Organisms that consume pollutants or sequester carbon 

could solve major environmental issues. Further down the road, one can imagine many 

things, such as plants that grow into predefined shapes, regulate building temperatures, or 

produce bioluminescence for zero-energy lighting. And these are only the tip of the 

iceberg; surely the most powerful applications have yet to be imagined. 

 

All of the tremendous applications of synthetic biology have also lead to a significant 

overhyping of the field [14]. The way that relatively simple components are assembled 

into hugely complex networks in both modern electronics and cells makes comparison 

between electrical engineering and synthetic biology a natural exercise. Many examples 

exist, including software tools to facilitate design [15], abstraction levels that enable 

higher level design [16], and the co-design work presented here. Undoubtedly, this reuse 

of knowledge will continue. 

 

The example of electrical engineering and the profound impact that field has had on 

everyday life affords synthetic biology a perspective on its own potentially enormous 

impact that may not have been available to early electrical engineers. As a result, much 

can learned from how the thorough, methodical way in which the design cycle in 

electronics has developed. Thus far, progress in synthetic biology has necessarily 

consisted mostly of proof-of-concept projects achieved primarily through trial and error. 

Moving forward, the field could gain a great deal by shifting focus away from what 

genetic circuits can be engineered to do and towards how genetic circuits can be 

engineered more effectively. 

 

In this sense, perhaps the biggest gap in synthetic biology is the inability to adequately 

assign function to the basic biological components. With the relatively crude ability to 

measure molecular components in cells available today, attempts to create models of 

basic components that can be composed to predict the function of novel circuits are very 

limited. In the long-term, breakthroughs in measurement technologies will undoubtedly 

alleviate these problems to a great degree. In the short-term, leveraging all of the 

information in a dataset, such as the cell-cell variability, will help close the gap. 

Moreover, by carefully formalizing the ability or inability of a particular dataset to 

constrain a particular model, researchers should be able to get as much out of their data as 

possible. 

 

More abstractly, this gap derives from perhaps the most fundamental difference between 

electronic and genetic circuits, namely that electronic circuits have been engineered, 
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while genetic circuits have evolved. In electronics, engineers have always used well-

defined characterizations of the most basic components and their interactions to build 

increasingly larger systems. In synthetic biology, we only understand the basic 

components and their interactions in broad strokes. As such, attempts by synthetic 

biologists to formalize the function of genetic components serves to enhance our 

understanding of natural genetic systems as well. A quote on the chalkboard of Nobel 

Prize-winning physicist Richard  eynman at the time of his death read, “What I cannot 

create, I do not understand.” Such a sentiment points to a powerful and less obvious 

impact of synthetic biology: that by building life, we will better understand it. It will be 

exciting to see how synthetic biology impacts the world, both by creating novel solutions 

to major problems and by shedding new light on the mysteries of how life functions.  
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Appendix A:  Supplementary Information for 

Chapter 4 
 

No.  Semantic Actions  Dependence  

9 promoter1.name = [pro_u]  N/A  

10 rbs1.name = [rbsA]  N/A  

11 gene1.name = [v]  N/A  

12 terminator1.name = [t1]  N/A  

13 promoter2.name = [pro_v]  N/A  

14 rbs2.name = [rbsB]  N/A  

15 gene2.name = [u]  N/A  

16 terminator2.name = [t1]  N/A  

4 cistron1.transcript = rbs1.name + gene1.name = [rbsA_v] 

cistron1.equation_list = translation(rbsA, v)  

10, 11 

8 cistron2.transcript = rbs2.name + gene2.name = [rbsB_u] 

cistron2.equation_list = translation(rbsB, u)  

14, 15 

7  restConstruct2.equation_list = [ ]  N/A  

2 cassette1.equation_list = cistron1.equation_list + 

transcription(pro_u, cistron1.transcript) = translation(rbsA, v) + 

transcription(pro_u, rbsA_v)  + 

promoter_protein_interaction([pro_u, rbsA_v], 

cassette1.protein_list) 

4, 9, 12 

6 cassette2.equation_list = cistron2.equation_list + 

transcription(pro_u, cistron2.transcru) + transcription(pro_v, 

8, 13, 16 
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rbsB_u) + promoter_protein_interaction([pro_v, rbsB_u], 

cassette2.protein_list) 

5 construct2.equation_list = cassette2.equation_list + 

restConstructs2.equation_list = translation(rbsB, u) + 

transcription(pro_v, rbsB_u) + promoter_protein_interaction([pro_v, 

rbsB_u], cassette2.protein_list) 

6, 7 

3 restConstructs1.equations_list = construct2.equation_list = 

translation(rbsB, u) + transcription(pro_v, rbsB_u) + 

promoter_protein_interaction([pro_v, rbsB_u], 

cassette2.protein_list) 

5 

1 cassette1.protein_list = constructs1.protein_list = [protein_u, 

protein_v] 

cassette2.protein_list = constructs1.protein_list = [protein_u, 

protein_v] 

constructs1.equation_list = cassette1.equation_list + 

restConstructs.equation_list = transcription(pro_u, rbsA_v) + 

translation(rbsA, v) + transcription(pro_v, rbsB_u) + 

translation(rbsB, u)+ promoter_protein_interaction([pro_u, rbsA_v], 

[protein_u, protein_v]) + promoter_protein_interaction([pro_v, 

rbsB_u], [protein_u, protein_v]) 

2, 3 

Table A.1: Computation dependence corresponding to the derivation tree in Figure 4.2. 

 The computation starts from the leaves of the tree, and the semantic values computed are 

transferred to upstream nodes. The computation of each node cannot proceed until all of 

its sub-trees are computed. For example, the computation of semantic values of 

<constructs1> (2) is pending until its subtrees<cassette1> (3) and <restConstructs1> 

(4) are computed. 
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Part Name Part Type Associated Parameter Parameter Value 

ptrc2 Promoter promoter.name ptrc2 

  promoter.transcription_rate 25 

  promoter.leakiness_rate .25 

  promoter.repressor_list [[lacI, 4, 0.001, 1], 

[lacIrc, 4, 0.001, 1]] 

pls1con Promoter promoter.name pls1con 

  promoter.transcription_rate 50 

  promoter.leakiness_rate 0.00833333 

  promoter.repressor_list [[cIts, 2, 0. 1, 1], 

[cItsrc, 2, 0.1, 1]] 

pltet01 Promoter promoter.name tetR 

  promoter.transcription_rate 10 

  promoter.leakiness_rate 0.1 

  promoter.repressor_list [[tetR, 2, 0.1, 1], 

[tetRrc, 2, 0. 1, 1]] 

ptrc2rc Reverse Promoter promoter.name ptrc2rc 

  promoter.transcription_rate 25 

  promoter.leakiness_rate .25 

  promoter.repressor_list [[lacI, 4, 0.001, 1], 

[lacIrc, 4, 0.001, 1]] 

pls1conrc Reverse Promoter promoter.name pls1conrc 

  promoter.transcription_rate 50 

  promoter.leakiness_rate 0.00833333 

  promoter.repressor_list [[cIts, 2, 0. 1, 1], 

[cItsrc, 2, 0.1, 1]] 

pltet01rc Reverse Promoter promoter.name tetRrc 

  promoter.transcription_rate 10 

  promoter.leakiness_rate 0.1 

  promoter.repressor_list [[tetR, 2, 0.1, 1], 

[tetRrc, 2, 0. 1, 1]] 

rbsA RBS rbs.name rbsA 

  rbs.translation_rate 25 

rbsB RBS rbs.name rbsB 

  rbs.translation_rate 50 

rbsC RBS rbs.name rbsC 

  rbs.translation_rate 10 

rbsD RBS rbs.name rbsD 

  rbs.translation_rate 12.5 

rbsE RBS rbs.name rbsE 

  rbs.translation_rate 6.25 

rbsF RBS rbs.name rbsF 

  rbs.translation_rate 7 

rbsG RBS rbs.name rbsG 

  rbs.translation_rate 5 
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rbsH RBS rbs.name rbsH 

  rbs.translation_rate 2 

rbsArc Reverse RBS rbs.name rbsA 

  rbs.translation_rate 25 

rbsBrc Reverse RBS rbs.name rbsB 

  rbs.translation_rate 50 

rbsCrc Reverse RBS rbs.name rbsC 

  rbs.translation_rate 10 

rbsDrc Reverse RBS rbs.name rbsD 

  rbs.translation_rate 12.5 

rbsErc Reverse RBS rbs.name rbsE 

  rbs.translation_rate 6.25 

rbsFrc Reverse RBS rbs.name rbsF 

  rbs.translation_rate 7 

rbsGrc Reverse RBS rbs.name rbsG 

  rbs.translation_rate 5 

rbsHrc Reverse RBS rbs.name rbsH 

  rbs.translation_rate 2 

lacI Gene gene.name lacI 

  gene.mRNA_degradation_rate 1 

  gene.protein_degradation_rate 0.1 

gfpmut3 Gene gene.name gfpmut3 

  gene.mRNA_degradation_rate 1 

  gene.protein_degradation_rate 0.1 

cIts Gene gene.name cIts 

  gene.mRNA_degradation_rate 1 

  gene.protein_degradation_rate 0.1 

tetR Gene gene.name tetR 

  gene.mRNA_degradation_rate 1 

  gene.protein_degradation_rate 0.1 

lacIrc Reverse Gene gene.name lacIrc 

  gene.mRNA_degradation_rate 1 

  gene.protein_degradation_rate 0.1 

gfpmut3rc Reverse Gene gene.name gfpmut3rc 

  gene.mRNA_degradation_rate 1 

  gene.protein_degradation_rate 0.1 

cItsrc Reverse Gene gene.name cItsrc 

  gene.mRNA_degradation_rate 1 

  gene.protein_degradation_rate 0.1 

tetRrc Reverse Gene gene.name tetRrc 

  gene.mRNA_degradation_rate 1 

  gene.protein_degradation_rate 0.1 

b0010 Terminator none  

b0012 Terminator none  
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b0016 Terminator none  

b0010rc Reverse Terminator none  

b0012rc Reverse Terminator none  

b0016rc Reverse Terminator none  

Table A.2: List of parts used in the “exploration of genetic space” section and values of 

associated attributes  
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Appendix B:  Supplementary Information for 

Chapter 5 

B.1  Model details 

B.1.1 List of model quantities and equations 

Table B.1 and Table B.2 list the model species and equations used in the model. 

 

Species Symbol 

Inactive  romoter Px 

Active  romoter P 

mRNA M 

Unfolded    Copy FPu 

 olded    Copy FPm 

Table B.1: List of model species and symbols. 

 

 unction Equation  arameter(s) Units 

Activation 
 

kACT [min
-1
] 

Transcription 
 

kTX, B [min
-1
], [] 

mRNA 

Degradation  

kMDeg 
[min

-1
] 

Translation 
 

kTL [min
-1
] 

Maturation 
 

kMAT [min
-1
] 

A U Scaling 
 

A 
[A U · molecule

-

1
] 

Table B.2: List of equations and corresponding parameters. 

B.1.2 Modeling cell division and cell-partitioning noise 

We initially used the stochastic model without modeling cell division. This model 

allowed us to obtain good fits to the maturation data, but the cell-cell variability in the 

induction experiments was consistently too small (Figure B.1a-c). We were unable to 

match it by changing parameters, at least not without severely decreasing our fits to the 
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maturation data. We hypothesized that the increased variability stemmed from cell-

partitioning errors, which are known to be significant
1, 2

. To model cell division, we add a 

mass-action equation, cell1 -> cell1 + cell with rate kCell. Cell1 always has a value of 1, 

while cell2 progresses from 0 to 100, corresponding to percentage completion of a cell 

cycle. We choose kCell such that the mean division of simulated cells time matches the 

experimental growth rate (for a discussion of the estimation of experimental growth rates, 

see below). Whenever the value of cell2 is 100, an event is triggered to emulate cell 

division. The model species of mRNA, FPu, and FPm are partitioned by random selection 

from a binomial distribution, where Nmother = B(Npre-division, p=.6) and Ndaughter = Npre-

division-Nmother. The choice of p=.6 reflects that size at division is typically split 60-40% 

between mothers and daughters, respectively. The promoter state (P=0 for inactive, P=1 

for active) is conserved between mother and daughter, i.e. once a promoter becomes 

active, it stays active and passes that state to any daughter cells. Finally, cell2 is reset to 0 

and the cell continues with a new cell cycle. Each simulated cell does not simultaneously 

simulate any daughters; rather, the times of division and inherited species quantities are 

stored for subsequent simulation. The simulation ends after the duration of the current 

experimental dataset of interest has been reached. After a cell finishes, the next 

unsimulated daughter is simulated between its time of birth and the end of the 

experiment, and any new daughters are added to the list. A while loop ensures that all 

cells are simulated. Simulating a population begins with a number of cells equal to the 

number of cells observed at the beginning of the current experimental dataset. 

Incorporation of cell division immediately rectified the issue of insufficient noise in the 

non-inhibition experiments, with no adjustment of the parameters used to model cell 

division (Figure B.1d-e). The cell division does have some impact on the mean apparent 

AFUs, not just the cell-cell variability, presumably due to apparent degradation of species 

due to dilution.  
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Figure B.1: Division noise.  

The observed cell-cell variability in experimental data (a) is larger than predicted by the 

mass-action model alone (b). This difference contributes to the objective function in the 

form of CDF’s of simulated cells that are too steep (d, only a subset of time points shown 

for presentation clarity). Modeling cell division increases cell-cell variability (c) to levels 

similar to those observed, which is reflected in the objective function by CDF’s of 

simulated cells that are more similar to experimental cells (e). 
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B.2   Experimental Considerations 

B.2.1 Experimental replicates 

We performed 3 experimental replicates of each experiment (inhibition and induction), 

each giving similar results. Figure B.2 shows the datasets (inhibition: a-c, induction: d-f). 

Figure B.3 shows a comparison of the mean and standard deviations of the replicates. 
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Figure B.2: Experimental replicates.  

Three experimental replicates of the translation inhibition experiment (a-c) and induction 

experiment (e-g) are shown. Translation inhibition experiments have different end times 

corresponding to when the fluorescence values reached steady state.  
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Figure B.3: Comparison of experimental replicates.  

Comparison of the mean (solid lines) plus or minus one standard deviation (dashed lines) 

for each experimental replicate (colors; see legend) are compared (inhibition: a, 

induction: b).  

B.2.2 Growth rates and cell counts 

In order to validate that our cells are growing normally during our experiments, we fit a 

growth curve to the cell count over time as collected by GenoSIGHT (Figure B.4). We 

only considered growth rates after induction, which excludes the time that we allow cells 

to adjust to the new environment. We note that the estimated doubling times of ~160 

mins are reasonable for growth in synthetic media with a non-preferred carbon source, 

galactose. For the first few timepoints after induction, the estimated growth rate does not 

match the observed data. This result is expected because the cells are adjusting the 

change of carbon source upon introduction of galactose, the inducer molecule for the 

system. Experimental replicates of the induction experiment give similar growth rate fits 

(Table B.3). We do not estimate growth rates for the inhibition experiment because the 

inhibitor is added before the cells have time to adjust to the carbon source change. Cell 

counts are consistent across experimental replicates, with one exception where a smaller 

number of fields of view were analyzed. Cell counts are higher for non-inhibition 

experiments because the cells continue to grow throughout, unlike in the inhibition 

experiments. 

 

Experiment Cell Count Doubling Time (min) 

 Rep1 Rep2 Rep3 Rep1 Rep2 Rep3 

Translation 

Inhibition 
740 300* 728 n/a n/a n/a 

Induction 1000 924 1281 163 167 158 

Table B.3: Growth rates for experimental replicates.  

*Inhibition Rep 2 used fewer fields of view, resulting in fewer cells. 
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Figure B.4: Fit of growth curve to experimental cell counts.  

Time zero represents the time that the inducer (galactose) is added during a 

representative non-inducing experiment. After an expected period of adjustment to the 

new carbon source (raffinose to galactose), the cells grow exponentially. 

B.2.3 FISH Probe Sequences 

Probes for Venus FISH experiments were designed as described in Online Methods. 

Table B.4 lists the sequences of each probe used. 
 

 robe Sequence 

Probe 1 CCG-T-ATGTTGCA-T-CACCTTCACCC-T-CTCCAC-T-GACAGAAAA-T-TTGTGCCC 

Probe 2 G-T-AGTGACAAG-T-GTTGGCCA-T-GGAACAGGTAG-T-TTTCCAGTAG-T-GC 

Probe 3 GGG-T-ATCACCT-T-CAAACTTGACT-T-CAGCACGTGTCT-T-GTAGTTCCCG-T-C 

Probe 4 AAAGGGCAGA-T-TGTGTGGACAGG-T-AATGGTTGTC-T-GGTAAAAGGACAGGGCC 

Probe 5 CCCAGCAGC-T-GTTACAAAC-T-CAAGAAGGACCA-T-GTGGTCTCTC-T-TTTCGTTGGG 

Table B.4: FISH Probe Sequences.  

The 5 probes used for FISH analysis of Venus mRNA are listed. T’s delineated by dashes 

represent bases that contained an amine group for fluorescent die labeling (see Online 

Methods). 

B.3  Simulations 

B.3.1 Matching simulated data sets to experimental replicates 

We match our model to a given data set by hand in a systematic way. Starting with 

biologically reasonable parameter values, we manually adjust all parameters to obtain a 

decent first-cut match, and then tune individual parameters to key features. First, in the 
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translation inhibition experiment there are some cells that never exhibit an increase in 

fluorescence, presumably because they did not express any unmature FP copies before 

inhibition. Noting this observation, we tune kACT such that the fraction of cells that never 

exhibit increased fluorescence matches between simulations and experimental data. 

Second, the sole determining factor in how the distributions evolve after translation 

inhibition is kMAT, allowing it to be determined in isolation by matching the transition of 

the cdf’s from translation inhibition until steady state. Third, changes to kMDEG impact 

inhibition and induction experiments differently, which can be leveraged to hone in on an 

appropriate value. We start with a parameter set that matches the inhibition data well, 

then simulate the induction experiment with the same parameter set. We then adjust 

kMDEG up or down and tune kTX, kTL, and A to again match the translation inhibition 

data. Finally, we check how this new parameter set matches the induction data set and 

iterate the process until simulations match both data sets well. For the remaining 

parameters (kTX, kTL, and A), we found that multiple combinations can be found by hand 

with indistinguishable fits. See the main text and below for discussions of these 

parameters. 

 

We repeated this process for each of the 3 experimental replicates of the translation 

inhibition experiment. Since the induction experiment replicates are in no way paired to 

the inhibition replicates, we chose to simply use what appeared to be the most 

representative of the 3 induction replicates (Rep 1, Figure B.2e; see Figure B.3b for a 

comparison of the 3 replicates). We use this individual replicate to choose kMDEG for 

each of the 3 translation inhibition replicates. Our simulations match the experimental 

data well for both the translation inhibition (Figure B.5a-c vs. Figure B.2a-c; Figure B.3a) 

and induction (Figure B.5d-f vs. Figure B.2d-f; Figure B.3b) experiments. 
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Figure B.5: Simulations for each replicate.  

We tune parameters so that simulations match replicates of the translation inhibition 

experiments (a-c). Since kMDEG is tuned based on induction data, we use a single 

representative experimental replicate of the induction experiment (Rep 1, see Figure B.3) 

to match each parameter set from the translation inhibition replicates. Inhibition 

simulations matching each experimental replicate are shown (a-c). Induction simulations 

using parameters consistent with each inhibition experimental replicates are also shown 

(d-f; parameters consistent horizontally across panels, i.e. pairwise:  a&d, b&e, and 

c&f). 
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Figure B.6: Comparison of simulated and experimental datasets.  

In each case, the translation inhibition simulations match the experimental data well (a – 

thick lines represent the mean, thin lines are plus or minus 1 standard deviation; solid 

lines are experimental, dashed lines are simulated). These parameters also mimic the 

chosen representative induction datasets (b – solid lines are mean, dashed are plus or 

minus 1 standard deviation; black is experimental, colors are simulations from 

parameter sets fit to inhibition datasets). 

B.3.2 Sensitivity to individual parameters 

We performed sensitivity analyses for each of the parameter sets fit to the experimental 

replicates. The plots shown here are for the parameter sets obtained prior to FISH 

experiments (Table B.5). It is important to note that the two experimental setups exhibit 

different sensitivities to each parameter. Since we want to consider the overall sensitivity, 

in the main text we only presented the average of the fold change in objective function 

value as the measure of sensitivity. Here we present the sensitivity of each objective 

function value individually and combined, and for parameter sets corresponding to each 

of the 3 inhibition replicates (Figure B.7).  

 

Note that in each case, the sensitivity plot for kACT is not at its minimum at the no-

perturbation point for the induction experiments. We chose this value as described above 

(briefly, we use the fraction of cells that never “turn on” before inhibition in addition to 

the CD ’s).  or this parameter in the inhibition experiment there is a tradeoff between 

accurately matching the fraction of cells that never fluoresce and adequately modeling the 

delay between induction and observed fluorescence. Since the inhibition experiment 

contains more information in this case, we ignore the location of the minimum suggested 

by the induction experiment. Moreover, since the induction experiment is not very 

sensitive to the value of kACT, the impact on the average sensitivity is small, though 

present, especially in Rep 2. 
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Figure B.7: Sensitivity analyses.  

We computed the sensitivity of the objective function to parameter perturbations for 

inhibition simulations, induction simulations, and combined  for parameter sets fit to 

each of 3 inhibition experiment replicate. 

 

Parameter Unit Function Rep 1 Rep 2 Rep 3 

kACT [min-1] Activation 0.12 0.14 0.15 

kTX [min-1] Transcription 0.71 0.73 0.69 

B [] Burst Size 1 1 1 

kMDeg [min-1] mRNA Decay 0.087 0.23 0.099 

kTL [min-1] Translation 0.11 0.27 0.10 

kMAT [min-1] Maturation 0.025 0.030 0.027 

A [AFU  molecule-1] Conversion to AFUs 35 33 42 

Table B.5: Parameter values used for sensitivity analysis. 
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B.3.3 Simulation uncertainty 

Here, we demonstrate the concept that increasing n decreases the simulation uncertainty. 

Figure B.8a (solid lines) shows that the magnitude of the perturbation size that can be 

statistically distinguished decreases with increasing n for each parameter. The simulation 

uncertainties start or quickly fall below the normalized standard error for most parameters 

(Figure B.6a – dashed lines). For kACT and kMAT, the larger required n is unsurprising as 

the system is much less sensitive to these parameters (see Figure B.7). Figure B.8b shows 

that increasing n constrains kTX and kTL to a tighter region, but that the region still only 

has a lower bound on kTX and no bounds on kTL (see Figure 5.2c and corresponding 

discussion in Chapter 5). 

 
Figure B.8: Simulation uncertainty scales with n.  

Larger n decreases the magnitude of the perturbation size that can be distinguished by t-

test (a – solid lines), which can be compared to the relative size of the standard error for 

3 experimental replicates (a – dashed lines). The size of the region of kTX/kTL pairs that 

maintain constant P also shrinks with increasing n (b). 

B.3.4 Sensitivity analysis of lumped parameters 

We investigated the sensitivity of the objective function to perturbations in kTX, kTL, and 

A with and without P=kTX×kTL×A fixed. Figure 5.2b-c in Chapter 5 shows the results 

for Rep 1. Here we show the corresponding results for each replicate broken down into 

inhibition, induction, and average conditions (Figure B.9). These results seem to indicate 

a structural non-identifiability in our system; however, different values of the parameters 

can produce different distribution shapes, which have a subtle impact on the objective 

function (see Main Text for more detail). We demonstrate this concept by simulating a 

population with very large perturbations in kTL and A that maintain P constant (Figure 

B.10). For smaller perturbations, the impact on the objective function becomes small 

compared to the noise and requires large values of n to detect the impact of small 

perturbations (see Figure B.8b for an example).  

 

We also considered whether or not the structural non-identifiability observed in Figure 

B.9 and Figure B.11 were the result of the comparatively slow time-scale maturation 

process obscuring the details of the transcription and translation steps. We generated a 
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simulated data set with the parameters found for Rep 1 but with the maturation rate very 

fast (kMAT=.001). Repeating the sensitivity analysis, we found that the same picture 

emerged, indicating that the non-identiability is not caused by slow maturation alone 

(Fig. A.12). 

 

 
Figure B.9: Sensitivity to lumped parameters with P-fixed and P-varied.  

Sensitivity of the inhibition, induction, and combined objective functions to perturbations 

in kTX, kTL, and A with and without P=kTX×kTL×A fixed for parameters fit to each 

experimental replicate.  
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Figure B.10: Cell-cell variability changes even with P-fixed.  

Simulations of a population under induction conditions with related parameter sets (a – 

no perturbations; b –kTL*16, A/16; c – kTL/8, A*8). These perturbations are very large 

so that the differences can be observed visually.  

 
Figure B.11: Sensitivity to kTX and kTL with P fixed.  

Parameter sets for each experimental replicate (a-c for Rep 1-3, respectively) result in 

highly similar regions where different kTX/kTL pairs are indistinguishable by t-test 

(n=30). These regions are overlapping (d). 
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Figure B.12: kTX, kTL, and A are non-identifiable even when maturation dynamics are 

fast.  

Using a simulated dataset with fast maturation dynamics, there is still a locus where 

different parameter values are indistinguishable by t-test (n=30). 

B.3.5 Sensitivity analysis for FISH data 

In the main text, we show the ability of the model to fit the FISH data set uniquely given 

values for kACT and kMDEG determined from the fluorescence data; however, we only 

display the results for Rep 1 (Figure 5.3b, Chapter 5). Here we show the corresponding 

plots for all reps and the overlapping regions (Figure B.13). Similarly, Figure 5.3c in 

Chapter 5 only depicts results for Rep 1 of the identifiability of kTL/A pairs given the 

transcriptional parameters determined from FISH. Figure B.14 depicts all 3 reps overlaid.  
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Figure B.13: Transcription rate and burst sizes for each replicate.  

The sensitivity landscape of the fit to FISH data for perturbations in kTX and B with 

kACT and kMDEG fixed from each inhibition experimental replicate indicates a 

minimum in each case (a-c for reps 1-3, respectively). For each replicate, the region 

where solutions are indistinguishable from the minimum by t-test (see Main Text and 

Online Methods; n=5) are overlapping (d). 

 
Figure B.14: Sensitivity to kTL and A with transcription parameters known.  

After a certain threshold (dashed lines), kTL/A pairs become indistinguishable for the 

parameter sets corresponding to all 3 experimental replicates. Solid lines are the fold 

change for specific values of kTL with A scaled to keep P constant  
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B.3.6 Matching activation delay 

We were unable to find parameter sets that matched the delay between induction and 

observed increases in fluorescence without resulting in a large number of cells that never 

produce fluorescence in the inhibition experiment. Indeed, the contribution of each time 

point to the total objective function value is consistently dominated by the points around 

where the cells begin to exhibit fluorescence (Figure B.15). The simulated cells tend to 

show fluorescence a bit earlier and undergo a less dramatic rise, as compared to the 

experimental data, before settling into behavior that mimics the data well. Additionally, 

the fit to the early time point in the FISH data (t=20 min) is poor, and the fit for the later 

time points (t=40 min and t=60 min) does not match the proportion of cells that are still 

“off” (i.e. zero or a few mRNAs) observed in the experimental data (Figure 5.3a, Chapter 

5). It seems likely that these discrepancies result from an inadequacy of our single mass-

action equation to model the complex process of activation of the GAL promoter (see 

Main Text for further discussion). 

 

 
Figure B.15: The model fits the initial stage of induction poorly.  

The contribution of each time point to the total objective function is displayed for each 

inhibition replicate. The largest contributors to the overall value of the objective function 

are those near where an increase in fluorescence begins to be detected. 
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